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· Overdue parking fines

Student cuffed and frisked by Campus Police
Barry Baker. dorm manager for
• Kal_llola Hall, and Kel Anderson, a
resident of Mdsner Hall, were
arrested by Campus Police officers
on Feb. 11 for failure to pay
" several $2 park\ng citations.
Baker and Anderson, arrested
on a · warrant sigued by Judge
John D. Thomas, Jr., were taken
into custody in the late hours of
the evening: 11 :30 pm for Anderson and 1:30 am for Baker.
~
Though there is a five-day
period to serve arrest warrants,
Baker and Anderson were served
theirs on the days Judge Thomas
issued t.hem.

Anderson had . accumulated a
total -0f 21 tickets and said he had
paid close to 10 of them. Baker had
been issued five tickets.
A person has 10 days to pay a
parking ticket. At that time, if the
ticket is not paid, the County
Court sends a letter to the violator
informing him that the ticket must
be paid.
l-Ie has 10 days after receiving
the letter to pay the ticket, after
that, a warrant is issued for that
person) arrest.
Due to the nature of the
warrants, it 'is not required for
individuals to be read their righ_~~! __

=
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=El
==
==

because they are not admitting or
denying to anything, but just
being brought before ihe court.

Due to the · nature of the
warrants, it is not required for
individuals tO be read their rights,
because they are not admitting or
denying to anything, but just
being brought before the court.
Yet, individuals arrested can be
frisked and handcuffed for the
protection of the arresting officer,
as was Anderson. "I was treated
like a hardcore criminal as if I had
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.Olympia hears tuition ra-lly
•

By STU MC MULLEN

Legislators heard students speak
against the tuition increase at a
Ho·use Higher Education Committee hearing held Saturday in the
House Chambers, in. Olympia.
The students who testified were
warned early by Rep. Bill Burns of
Seattle, that "unsubstantiated testimony wouldn't be worth a damn."
Thus Michael Sparks, legislative
liasion for the State College Coun• cu, a non-profit student organization, and SCC Chairperson Roland
Lewis, spent the two weeks prior
to the hearing collecting data from
student groups around the state.
Before going into the hearing
Sparks said, "We have collected so
•much data that we won't be able to
bring it all out in the testimony."
Duringthe hearing Sparks talked
about some general reasons why

the tuition should not be increased tuition increase would hurt . Cenand pointed out that tuition is but tral students.
a small part of the total cost of
Mueggler stated that along with
education and that the cost of ' the decrease in enrollment that
books, supplies, rent, food, etc. will surely follow a tuition inmust also be considered before . crease, the problem of enrollment
raising tuition.
will be beset by the increase in
Among other people who tes- housing cos~s at Central.
tified were students from Central
Radwanski brought up the issue
including Stu McMullen, a Board
of students dependent upon social
of Control member, Scott Muegsecurity.
He stated that an
gler, chairperson for the Resident
increase in tuition would not be
Hall Council, (RHC) and commitcompensated for by the govern· tee on Legislation, John Radwansment and that those students on
ki of the RHC, and Jon Daigneault
social security would not be able to
· ,who represented the Veteran's
continue their enrollment at Cen· viewpoint.
tral.
McMullen in his testim~ny voiced
He also said that "While liberal,
the concern of the students on who
low interest, long term, repayment
should have the ultimate control of
loan structures are an important
S and A fees. He also voiced the
part of any higher education
concern of Central students consystem, it is not socially _or
cerning the tuition increase and
economically desirable to load
cited several reasons on how a
down students with long term
indebtness." This is especially
important today since many students are unable to land jobs
where they are financially able tc
repay these debts.
Sparks finished his testimony
with a quote from a study hy the
Standard Research . TDStitute in
which it was found that:: for ·every
$100 decrease in tuition there was
an overall 10 per cent increase in
student enrollril.~p.t.

THINKING OF MOM-Pat Shay found a better way to get a ride to
his home in Olympia. He said, "i get more laughs than rides, but it
works better than my other sign. [photo by George May]

Lewis in his testimony concentrated on the different tuition bills
presently being considered by the
House Committee. He pointed out
reasons why none of the bills are
acceptable from the students' point
of view.
Lewis said that a tuition increase should be viewed as a last
resort in dealing with the cost of ·
education and urged the committee to look into alternative funding
sources.
Several times during the meet"
ing the House Committee commented that they wer~'-"'~ery
impressed by the testimony ·pre-.
sented by the State College Coun. cil, and that the students in the
· state should be glad·that they have
such good people representing
them.
The Vice Chairperson for the
SCC, Stuart McMullen, feels however, that the testimony is not
going to be enough to defer a
tuition increase and unless the
students themselves begin writing
their representitives and using the
hotline, they will have to pay the
price next year with a higher
tuition.

just murdered somebody," he said.
Anderson said, "I said I would
go peacefully with them (Officers
Copeland and Bond of the Campus
Police) and would cause no trouble, but they were rough anyway.
"The officer who frisked me was
very rough and said that the
han d cuffs were standard procedure,'' said Anderson. But according to Campus Police Chief Dolph
Brickley' frisking and handcuffing
are left to the discretion of the
officers.
"Officers do not have to read the
rights on arrest warrants for
p~rking violations," Brickley said,
"but must read rights and hand- cuff on felony charges. On misdemeanors, such as parking tickets
it is a question of judgement on the
part of the arresting officer to
frisk and ·cuff."
"I informed the officers 'that the
handcuffs did hurt, but they did
not do anything." Anderson said,
"The handcuffs blistered both
wrists and left cut marks." Once at
the Court House, Anderson was
fingerprinted and had a mug shot
S70.

"I have been arrested before
and then I was treated like a
human being, but not by campus
security," Anderson said.
"I received so many tickets
because I tore some cartilage in
my knee and hali to park in
undesignated areas." Said Anderson, "The tickets issued were sent
home and from there I was
informed about them and paid
most of the citations,' so I figured
all tickets were being sent home. I
did ·not receive a notice from th€
Court House.".
Debbie Boissoneau, witness to
Anderson's arrest: said, "The campus police did explain that the
.warrant were· for tickets and then
read the warrant."
"Kel told the police that the
cuffs were too tight ·and said that
he wasn't going to give them any
trouble," Boissoneau said. r. "He
asked if they· couldn't take the
cuffs off, but they didn't. They
. made it seem like such a big deal."
Anderson, according to the officers, did not inform them the
·handcuffs were tight and cutting
his skin. They also said that they
were not ·rough in frisking Anderson; but patted him down in the
ordin.ary manner.

Officers Copeland and Bond
said, "Anderson caused no trouble,
but it was necessary to frisk and
handcuff him. With Baker it was a
personal relationship, we knew
him, where with Anderson we
didn't. If· we have to arrest ·
Anderson again, we won't frisk or
~=~fu~f him because we'll know
Barry Baker, who was_ also
arrested but not frisked or hand·cuffed, said, "I was arrested at .
1:30 am by Officers Copeland and
Bond when I went out in the lobby
to find out why they were there
_and if there _was any trouble."
"Copeland said that if they did
not get me at 1:30, they would
have gotten me at 6 am the next
morning," Baker said. "Copeland
doesn't . particularly like me anyway."
·
"When I went down to the Court
House I was finger printed ~and
then got a ·mug shot. The County
people were real nice 1and Bond
offe:fed to b~t me a cup of coffee.
Copefand had already left,'' Baker
said.
.
.
.
"I spent two hours at the Court
House," Baker said. "If Dave
Caudle, who was with me at the
time of my arrest, hadn't bailed me
out I would have spent the night
there." Baker's bail was $34.
"Campus Police sure have
changed," Baker said. "They don't
seem to care about the studeQ.ts
anymore.· When they were under
the Dean of Students they did.
Except for a few like Officers
Slaughter and Mack who do their
jobs without personal feelings
involved, I don't want to work
with them so much anymore:"
Baker said that he has a court
date in March and will plead not
guilty. "There were four of five
tickets the District Coµrt people
,~said that I did not have to pay. ·
They said I was cleared when I
I tried to pay for them twice:"
But according to Pat Sutton, a
secretary at the Court House,
"Baker and I could not find the
receipts for the tickets he .was
questioning. We did not tell him he
was cleared, we just could not find
the tickets." ·
·
"We really are loaded with
w-0rk," said Sutton. ''During the·
day somebody is always working
on the tickets. There are at least

]cont. on page 8]

Positions open on
BOC a·nd CJC
The Board of Control (BOC) ·
positions 1, 2 and 3 are the Campus
Judicial Council positions l, 2 ·
arid 3, are now open for re-election.
This once yearly opportunity for
such positions in Central's student
government is a privilege all
students should take advantage of.
The BOC is a group of five
students who serve the students'
needs in an administrative capacity.The BOC is the student's .
connection to our school's administrators. These members also are
responsible for a large percentage
of Central's social activities. Such
an exposure in those fields and
others offers a priceless experience in the education of a college
student.
At Central, the BOC was designed to I,'eplace the previous
president, vice-president, secretary type of government. ASC's
feeling is that a governmetn of five
BOC members (all positions serve
the same capacitr) would gain
stronger representation of the
student's interests. The BOC has
already proven itself ·successful
over the previous form of student
government.

BOC positions l, 2 ·and 3 will be
up for re-election this spring
quarter. The three persons elected
will begin serving the board in a
non-voting, non-paid capacity
spring quarter and will begin full
service to the ASC, fall 1977. This
will allow a one quart.er transi•
tional period.
al~o, positions 1, 2 ·and 3 on the
Campus Judicial Council (CJC) _will
be up for re-election. The CJC's
primary concern is to judge the
con5titutionality of the ASC activities based on ASC constitution.
There also will be one quarter
transitional period for the three ·
positions of the CJC.
·This Tues~, March 8, th~ C~ncii~
dates running for BOC and CJC
positions 1, 2, and 3 will be
speaking in the pit area of the SUB
from 12-2 pm.

The voting for the BOC and CJC
positions will be held during
spring registration. Filing for any
of the positions will be done in the
ASC office, (southwest corner of
the SUB, 963-1691). Deadline for
filing is March _4 at 5 pm.
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Guy: Faculty morale slides downhill
esting. Many of the students got
up and left," she said.
"I would say faculty morale is - At this time the recruitment
going downhill. There is a feeling system is being overhauled.
of paranoi~ _going around now,
On the question of faculty
wondering what's_goiq.g to happen development and restrictions upon
next. Everything so far has been it, Spithill said, "Now (the state)
· bad."
just doesn't have the money.
So said Don Guy, acting dean of There are restrictions on the
student development when asked administration as for putting some
. about faculty morale at Central. of these things into effect.
Declining enrollment, budget
I think in some departments the
cutbacks, increased work loads, teaching load is quite heavy.
competition among departments, Because of this, the faculty memand few salary increases have led her doesn't get a chance to do
to a faculty morale problem at some of the things they want to,"
Central.
she added.
A committee of faculty members
When asked about what· adminfrom the school of Social and is_trators are doing about the
Behavioral Sciences worked on morale problem, Spithill said, "I
. this pro Jem and came up with a_ realize how busy they are, but I
list of suggestions for improving of think it's a matter of priorities. ·
faculty morale.
We don't see them around that
Members of · the committee
much. I don't · think the faculty
were: Alma Spithill, chairperson; sees Dr. Harrington and Brooks
John Dugan, sociology; Theodore very frequently.
Naumann, psychology; Don Guy,
I think if faculty felt if Dr.
acting dean for student develop- Harrington and Brooks knew them
ment; Howard Scott, psychology, and had more exposure, it would
who is on sabbatical; Joel Andress, be a great help for faculty morale,"
·geography; and Beverly Heckart, she added.
,
history.
On the question of faculty
The committee's -suggestions for autonomy, Spithill said, "A lot of
improving faculty morale appear- the restrictions come from the lack
ed to be related to five areas: of money. And now the whole
academic, faculty autonomy, legis- problem of sabbaticals is being
lative problems, salaries and social called into question. Sabbaticals
Asked about the seriousness of
interaction.
are a faculty member's way of
the faculty morale situation at
Alma Spithill, chairperson of the upgrading himself."
As far as legislative problems Central, Spithill said, "I think it is
committee said, "A lot of it stems
from the insecurity the faculty are concerned, Spithill said, "I no worse than higher education
feels about enrollment. There is a think most legislators have no idea generally, that it is riot good."
Edward Harrington, vice presitendency for faculty to support what · faculty do. They read the
.their owri department."
faculty load analysis sheets and dent for Academic Affairs, worked
Regarding student advisement that is the extent of theiraaware- with the committee on the question of faculty .morale.
and recruitment, Spithill said, ness of what goes on.
When asked about what the
"The whole advising system is
There isn't any personal comvoluntary. Consistently, certain munication between faculty and administration is . doing about
people from the beginning have legislators: I think they would be faculty morale and development,
participated. The committee did better informed if they could ,visit H~rrington said," whenever posnot mean rewards, but special this campus and the faculty. I sible we do give -them feedback.
recognition and soeial reinforce· understand they don't have the The technique I use is to get out on
ment for what they are doing. time, but maybe we could contact the campus and talk to these·
people rather than send a memo."
This is because it takes time and is them," she said.
He added, "On the promotion of
not a part of the regular workload.
"On salaries, it is my personal
There was a problem of recrit- opinion that until salaries come in the value of education for personal
: ment because high school students lin~ with the cos~ of__ ~iving, pay · development, the president has
found the presentations of recruit- raises should be tied to the cost made a major pitch on that. He is
leading the charge just to do that.
ers dull, inattractive and uninter- · of living," she said.
·
On the question of the public
school image, this is being worked
on and has been for over a year.
"When enrollment started to
June 20-July 12
$2883
decline we got a lot of pressure
saying that ·numbers are not the
• Visit Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark
only thing. However, what the
• See Palaces, Castles, Cathedrals, Fjords, Haqs Christian Andersen
faculty has to realize, and I think
Country, Arts, & Crafts
they are, is that the numbers game
"' Seniors--Make this your graduation trip
was invented in the colleges, not in
• . Contact - Dr. J. Wesley Crum, 20 Skyline Dr., Ellensburg
the
legislature," he said.
509 962-2327
"The legislature wants better .
By GARY FISHER
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management and they are · very hand knowledge of what is going
·critical of small classes/' he said. on."
"It would be a good way to se 1
"We'll try to defend this whenever
we can."
Central by inviting legislators to
On the question of informing come here and see what goes on,"
legislators wnat faculty is doing, he added.
· Harrington said, "The legislators
Dugan said there is very litt e
have been informed. We have promoting within this college.invited them over here and we . That creates a morale problem
have· gone over and talked to because a professor who may nq.t.
them."
be promoted or rewarded will do
This administration has pushed as little as possible to get along.
consistently for higher salaries,
Don Guy, acting dean of stuand our average at this college is dents said, "The restrictions ar~
higher than other colleges in the ·more a function of our state
state," he added.
system. We are a state agency,
"Whenever the Governor cuts and state agencies have recently
Sl,284,000. out of th~ budget, I been subjected to some budgetan
don't think anybody'11 morale is cutbacks."
going to be good around here. I do
"I think we have dedicated
what 1 can and the president does · people on both sides. We have had
what he can" he said.
people meeting in Olympia for t
I think morale here is surpris- last two or three weeks. The
ingly good considering the circum- president's been over there with
stances. I am aware of their charts presenting the picture of
concerns and it would be nice if what is happening to us," he sai( .
there was more we could do for
"Being a faculty member for
them. A lot of the things they seven years, it was most unusual
want mean dollars, and the money . for administrators to come in on a
periodic basis. I've made a reque ·
isn't there," he added.
John Dugan, sociology, said, "I for an invitation from all departthink one of the problems under · ments to come in," he added.
the tight economic situation is that
According to Guy, two things
we are not encouraged · both in are being done by the administraterms of release time and terms of tion to inform legislators about
monetary incentives to do a lot of faculty. The first is an executive
the thing we need to do as assistant in charge of collectinl
professionals."
public relations information on
"I think there is a serious programs here, as well as faculty
problem of competition between participation; and secondly, makdepartments. The threat of losing ing this information available t
students and what it brings in legislators.
terms of trying to create new
When asked about ·the faculty
courses is very destructive. I morale situation at Central Guy
think it hurts students . because said, "I would say faculty morale ii
faculty are led to prostitute the going downhill. But l see a tot ot
quality of education and academic dedicated people doing more than
quality," he said.
their share. Everybody's pulling
On the question of informing together in a time of crisis. Th ·
legislators what the faculty is comes from both faculty and
doing, Dugan said, "I think that a administration.
lot of the problem comes from the
ignorance on the part of the Part two to be continued ne:xf
legislature. They don't have first issue.
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·VA halts checks
until month's end
By JON DAIGNEAULT
Veterans intending to attend to alleviate a problem, was the
Central during spring and sum-· reason for putting out that letter;
mer quarter may be faced with a
When asked how a veteran
financial problem. The Veterans . should plan to make ends meet on
Administration [VA] is halting the the fixed income, Romero said, "I
procedure of advance payments in couldn't suggest what to do.
favor of reverting back to it's old
He said it was not the Office of
method of end of the month Veterans Affairs, nor his, responspayments.
ibility to seek a solution to the
In instituting this pay schedule a potential financial problem. Vet30-day lad period will be em- erans should "'Yrite you legisl~
ployed. Thi-" means recipients will ture" or congress to voice opposibe paid on the first day of May, as tion to any Veterans Administrausual, but the next check should · tion policy ,said Romero.
not be expected until the end of
No veterans, as of yet, have
June, or early July.
sought help from the Financial
Conseling and Financial Aid office
SURF CITY-Tim Eberly found waiting for clay a in Lind Ball. Bis father is William Eberly, of the
e
The current payment method directly related to the Veterans little dull, so he decided to create his own excitement · math department.
Administration
policy
chamge,
was adopted in 1973. The official
reason for the_ change is "mainly according to John Liboky, direcoyerpayments". said Henry Ro- tor. "Up until just a few days ago,
mero, veterans program assistant. we didn't realize there was even
The VA claims that since 1971, going to be a problem. so, we
approximately two billion dollars haven't really established the fact
have been lost as a result of the there is a problem, yet", said
overpayments due to the present Liboky.
Bill Wilson, assistant director,
system. Over 500 veterans at
By DOUG HEIMBIGNER
The Crisis Line telephone num· on their Master's degree. At this
Central may be directly affected said. "If they're (veterans') going
time, there are nine Mental Health ·
her
is 925-4168.
t-0
to
have
a
financial
problem
due
by this policy modification.
For Central students how are
The Family Service and <;Joun- Professionals serving ~ittitas
Alleviation of any po.ssible fi- this... they can come here when
. nancial burden incurred will rest the time arises and we'll discuss it having emotional difficulties and seling Center ~s an off-campus County.
Counseling for students is also
- primarily ' with the individual ve- ,.. on an individual basis". Liboky are tempted by suicide, there is a agency which provides counseling
available on campus at Psycholowide
variety
of
counseling
services
servises
for
students
with
self-desaid
however,
"We
hope
they
teran. The Office of Veterans
Affairs sent a letter, dated Nov., (veterans) are all lookjng at the available in the immediate area. structive motives. With offices - gical Services, located on the first
18, 1976; to all veterans attending future and thinking about it right Experienced professionals and 'located in the Land Title building floor in the Psychology building.
Central explaining the 60-day now, and starting to make some , volunteers located on campus and on Fifth Street, Family Service Clients come in voluntarily or are
within the community are anxious and Counseiling Center is a pri- referred by other agencies or
plans themselves".
period between navr.hP.r.ks_
Short term loans, requirements to extend a helping hand for those vate non~profit agency serving the physicians, according to James.
This letter was sent out by
residents of Kittitas County with Levell, director of psychological
Romero to make veterans a ware in and further information for stu- -in need.
The last Crier issue presented counseling, therapy and education Services. Patients receive counseldents
can
be
obtained
.
at
the
"' aRdvance ~fd ~~Pe tpoflicy ch~nge.
.ing by staff personal and graduate
an article concerning the emotions programs.
__ omero sa1 , ar o my action ... Financial Aid office.
of a student contemplating suicide
"Approximately one half to one interns of the Psychology departand some of the possible motives third .of the emergency calls ar"e ment.
"The person usually say's some- ,
behind suicide attempts. In this due to suicidal gestures," estiissue sever~l local alternatives are mated Rick Payette, a Mental thing to the effect that they are in
Public Service Director Malcolm presented for students who may Health Professional at the coun- · trouble and can't cope with life,"
One of the perennial, albeit less
Alexander said, "The books, someday seek out their services. seling center. Payette pointed out said Levell. He added, "The first
than well-known favorites with
step is to ask if the suicidal person
When a student recognizes sui- that there is no designation made
whether donated one at a time or
.,Gentral students 'is the library.' s
needs protection from himself."
in bunches, become the property cide as an escape from his ~r ·her in the cases handled between stuTradin' Post.
problems,
the
person
may
feel
dents
and
community
residents.
of
the
community
of
scholars
at
Located in room 203, the Tradin'
Central. The Tradin' Post has depressed, lonely and inadequate. Thus, an accurate count of calls by
Post is a collection of freely
become a_growing free exchange ~dding to a student's frustration students at Central to Family
exchanged paperbacks-an inforlibrary through which thousands is the fact that he may not know Service and Counseling Center
mal lending library. Through this
of titles have circulated since its where or to whom to turn to for would be hard to determine.
facility students, faculty and staff
"The Mental Health Profesbegfoning in 1971. Some books help. However, help. is always as
can get a variety of reading by
sional is designated by the county
have changed hands many times." close as a nearby telephone.
~xchanging a paper back which
Crisis Line is one such emergen- to deal with mental health probHe s.aid that anyone who is
they hav~ read for one on the rack.
weeding their bookshelves can cy counseling operation. Manning lems," emphasized Payette. He
Tradin' Post books need not be
leave their discarded paperbacks, the telephone lines are volunteers explained that three years of
checked out nor do they need to be
along with those borrowed, at the including both students and mem- experience dealing with com-.
• returned until the user is finished
hers of the community, who will munity mental health is required
library's circulation desk.
with them.
·talk with a caller about their of the individual before one can

Help nearby for suicidal

• FREE book swap

jfootnote

·~

kt'-0blems and can suggest sources become a Mental Health Profes4 counseling.
sional. Most have also done work
Jackie Galbraith, dii-ector o(
Crisis Line, stated, "We get calls
from depressed students who are .
contem\>lating suicide. Our volunteers talk with them, but they _
Central's Faculty Senate met on
A motion to adopt a grade point often need long term counseling. .
eb. 16, and was called to order by average for adademic standards In training, ,the volunteers, we ~
Chairman Helmi Habib. .
was approved by majority vote at discuss the topic of suicide." ·
2.0.
'
.
Galbraith indicated that Crisis
The Faculty Senate meets again Line works very closely with the
• Topi~s of the . . Chairman a~d at 3:10 pm Wed., march 2, in the Family Service and Counseling ;
Executive ~o~m1tte~ Reports m- , Faculty Development Center in Center, a_ community mental '
eluded Habib s t~stlmony bef~re ; Bouillon Building.
health center, and refers~.a l?-rge
the House of Higher Education
·
number of patients to th~m.
,
concerning university status, and
his opinion that committee sentiment wa favorable. Also included
in the report discussions was
• Habib's and Don Schliesma:n's
dean of undergraduate studies,
decision that too many committees
exist.on campus. They stated that
through reappointment of committed and faculty structure, 69
positions could be eliminated.

Faculty Senate
.. favors U stat us

RETURNS!

................

33rd ANNUAL

KIWAN-IS CLUB

'TALENT SHOW

FOREIGN .CAR·
REPAIRS AND PARTS

Morgan Jr. High, Fri. April 15

at 7 !30pm. The auditions are on
the evening of March 28 at
Morgan at 6:~0. The dress
rehersal will .be April 1 at

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603-North ~ain 925-5539

Morgan Jr. High.
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Opinion page
If my theory is correct, then it follows that the TUs are
'Technological unemployment is a term to describe workers who have
forced to become hobos. Ironically, what we are telling them
lost their jobs through the introduction of new machinery or of more _
is: "Mr. and Mrs. Cotton Picker, I realize that the Mechanical
efficient production methods. The United States census taking of 18 and
Cotton Picking Machine has seen fit to eliminate you as piCkers
96 provided the emphasis to transform this heretofor theory into
of cottn, never-the-less I want you to pick up roots in the South,
practice, propelling the social problem into the 20th century on the wings
of efficiency.
relocate God knows where, and find employment when you get
there." Sounds rather nomadic, don't you think Father?
The finished paper work required to complete the census was, in
From the World Book: "No well-informed worker will argue
effect, the outgalloping the staff responsible for the timely conclusion of
against the march of mechanical progress designed for public ·
the task. The popula~ion co~nt was increasing by the day, and the
benefit."
rampaging backlog served notice to the managers that the census would
This quote is a kin to the classic understatement regarding
not be completed on time.
bad breath: "it don't smell too bad, but it would knock a
The man in charge of the job added more pressure when he
buzzard off a gut wagon." The word worker is the key. It
proclaimed: "Time has come when you men must fish or cut the bait. I
implies a person on the job, receiving a regular pay check. Of
want a solution to our little problem by the close of business today, or
course they are not 'going to argue against the march for
some of you in this room will never see the inside of a big time census
operation again."
mechanical progress, that would be tantamount to defe~ding
· the Sturdy Beggars.
A young manager-trainee spoke out: "Boss, we're shoveling horse
The conspiracy is relegating choices from good and bad to
dung against the tide." He paused and then continued: "It'~ as clear as
bad and worse. To date, Blacks are more prone to "worse",
Pond's Extract that what we need here is an efficiency expert to come up
simply because color is an easy therefore efficient method in
with some new fan-dangled way to cut down on the steps in this
operation; the way things stand now, the paper work's plain out running
which to decide who does and who does not work. The question
us."
of race is part of the plot, destroying the integrity of the
Blacks, so that their cry of, "You'll be next", falls upon deaf
An efficiency expert was hired by the US Census Bureau in the fall of
ears.
18 and 96. He promptly invented the 80 column file card which produced
But I believe that I can turn the worm.
the desired effect that the manager-trainee had anticipated in his
HRDC, Inc.' will be a water-shed for all TUs so that they may
suggestion earlier that spring. The backlog was eliminated culminating
easily make the transition from one society to another. 0111'.
in the on-time completio.n of the 18 and 96 census. The efficiency expert
slpgan will be, "We Deal In People", and our goal: rekindle the
was hailed as a government hero, but all workers with job descriptions
flame in the Impotent and Sturdy Beggars.
related to the new production method, including the manager-trainee,
became technological unemployables.
_ .
Father, I sincerely hope that you will see the wisdom in my
proposal and elect to assist me. I believe the adventure I am
In 19 and 35, 53 years after the death of Jesse James, 39 years after
about to embark on is, in the purest sense, American.
the invention of the eight column card, 32 years after the introduction of
My plan is simple: open offices in all forty eight states, and
the bottle making machine, 31 years after the invention of the linotype,
just grow and grow and grow.
28 years after the invention of the mechanical cotton picker and six
One billion dollars of your money will be required as seed
months after the death of Grand Rapids Racoon, the Human Re'sources
capital to facilitate the opening-of-the-doors of the Human
Development Company, Inc. was founded in San Francisco for the
Resources Development Company, Inc.
purpose ,of employing technological unell!ployables.
Prior to the establishment of HRDC Inc., most citizens thought that
Your son,
any able-bodied person who was out of work was simply lazy and did not
Rance
want to work. TUs were subjected to cruel and unusual treatment by the
authorities. They were divided into two classes, the Impotent Beggars
and the Sturdy Beggars. In the first group were the aged, the sick, the
Rance had never asked his father for money, in fact he had nol
mentally deficient.: and the ohvsir.allv h:im-11,.i:annp,I_ 'rhP.sP. nP.rsom: wiPriP communicated directly with Grand Rapids since childhood; therefore the
cared for in poor houses or supported by Charit~. The Sturdy Beggars source of the reply,'that of his father's attorney, did not surprise him nor
Thomas
were punished as vagrants and tramps. They were publicly blogged, put did it alter his pre-conceived notion concerning Grand Rapids' respons11
into stocks, and branded' like steers.
·
to his request of 15 March. The notion was that the crafty old gentleman
The founder of HRDC, Inc. was Rance Racoon, son of Grand Rapids would honor his request for seed capital with a resounding "yes"; after
Racoon, an indisposed billionaire. In a letter to his father, requesting all was he not following in the old man's footsteps in beginning a career
seed capital to start his new venture, Rance graphically depicted the as an enterprenuer?
plight of the TUs.
So, full of exciting anticipation, he tore open the envelope embossed
15March1935
with the familiar racoon clutching a skull and cross bone.
Dear Father,
Your last letter requested an answer as to my intended
21 March 1935
vocation, subsequent to completing my education.
Dear Rance,
After pondering over the question for some time, I have
_ I am sorry to r?port the death of your father, the late. and
decided to form a corporation called, The Human Resources
great Grand Rapids Racoon.
Development Company, Inc. The objective of this enity will be
He died approximately five minutes after receiving your
to_employ both the Impotent and Sturdy Beggars. I realize the
letter of ~5 Mar~h. D~isy, the maid, was manicuring your
negative feelings you have for these people, therefore I think it
fathers fmgernails while he was reading your letter. I
only proper that I offer you valid justification as to why I would
questioned her hoping to recreate his last five minutes on this
choose this particular endeavor as a life's work.
planet. I quote from Daisy's testimony: "Well sir, he was
I'll begin by attacking some of the socially-fostered myths
staring at that letter like a man possessed. Seems like he must
surrounding the Impotent .and Sturdy Beggars.
of read it three times, all the while repeating crazy things
From the San Francisco News: "Impotent and Sturdy
,.
aloud. Then the vein in this forehead began to get big and
Beggars are vagabonds, representing a growing form of
p~rple
_
colored,
and
he
pitched
forward,
screaming:
'That
hoboism in the US which must be stamped out at all costs."
~mcomp~op, tha~ crackbrained idiot will never use my money
I can not disagree with the conclusion but ... branding human
hke
that. Well sir; he never uttereq another word, he just lay ..,
beings is not the ansas shiftlessness is not the reason they are
there on the floor, twitching like he was full of dark spirits. By
out of work. The reason, Father, is technological unemploythe time I co~ld get help he was dead."
ment dictated by industrial subterfuge.
Industry is
T?e entire estate has been willed to you. Contact me at your
spear-heading an invasion against the workers in this country
earliest
as many papers most be signed.
whereby machines are unemployed, under the disguise of
I~ closing, your letter of 15 March, apart from prematurely
' - - - - - - - - - - - efficiency, to covertly eliminate jobs. Then, assisted by
endmg your father's life, is an aberration in thought to the
politicians, rumors are spread eluding to the notion that TUs
exte~t tha~ either ~OU wer~ joking-in which case Grand Rapids
are sq_cial renegades; this separates the "haves" from the
certamly did not die laughmg-or you are serious, and in either
"havenots". As a result we have a class war where the real
instance you . belong in a home, specifically the same home
enemy is never opposed.
where we sent the Impotent Beggars.
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To the editor
Rohn groans
at reviewer

•

•

,
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•
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I would like to express my
feeling of insult from the recent
review by Jane Snyder of the
Lands of Rohn which I wrote and
directed.
It was " ... poorly written--so
poorly written that several statements it makes can be constructed
in different ways." "Sincerity (?),
yes, .but accuracy questioned," to
quote Snyder in her article of Feb.
3. If she would have taken the
time to talk with me, much of her
inaccurate assumptions could have
been true statements.
As to using " ... a more original
concept," I did. The story was
written long before I heard much
of the music I used. Names were
changed to fit the last song lyric
"Crimond" to Crimson; Flame
Queen to Fire Witch. The only
connection between Rohn and
Tolkien's Trilogy is the feeling and
the world--the same world shared
by Narnia, Earthsealslands, Chronicles of the Deryni, etc.
As to the music, if one must use
titles, I used one rock piece, the
rest being progressive rock. "It
would be asking too much to
expect Payne to write music,
also ... " I did. There are fifteen
songs in the musical version of the
Lands of Rohn, but I chose to use
the music I did, because as one
member of the audience told me,
" ...It seemed to take me back in
time."
As to " ... he employed ... music by
the same composer for the whole
show ... " Didn't she read the program?
Including introductory,
intermission and exit music, only
three of the twelve were performed by the same group, one of
which was only sound effects. "He
should not have relied on the song
lyrics for his verse narration
inspiration." I didn't.
Sure, I didn't have Martha
Grahms and Ted Shawns in my
company, but my company was
excited and worked hard for me.
Granted, the show had it's problems and could have been better
(remember, I'm a student director
learning). The main point is that
the show worked, but Jane Snyder's review failed to mention
that.
One final quote from Snyder.
"No, the Crier doesn't ordinarily
insist on clarity ... though it would
be appreciated; however, when a
person's reputation is involved ... "
I do hope Miss Snyder is concerned about her journalistic reputation--if only she would have
talked to me, but, " .. .it would be
asking too much ..."
Ronnie Payne
Author and director
of Lands of Rohn.

Ma.nkind is
' not for ERA
One of the saddest days in
America's and mankind's history
will dawn if the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) is passed. I
was saddened to read a local
resident's letter to the editor in
the Daily Record in support of the
ERA citing as proof or reasons an
article by Sylvia Porter.
Of interest is the legislative
action of a -few states recently in
withdrawing their previous ratification. I'm sure that others will
follow . as the truth of what this

amendment becomes more evident.
·
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints ha~ outlined
reasons why this amendment must
be stopped. The reasons were
published in The Church News and
other media plus being carried
over national press types .two
years ago. Please contemplate
deeply the devastating effect the
passing of this amendment will
bring upon God's choicest crP'ltion-mankind.
For more information, please
call 925-9416. In addition, please
call and or write your friends and
families in other states to write
and or call their objections to their
respective legislators and congressional represent~tives.
Thank you sincerely,
Blair L. Gleed,
Director L.D.S. Institute of
Religion

Drugs: abuse,
use or mis use
As a staff member of the
Alutant Ellensburg High School's
newspaper, I feel I must respond
to a letter to the editor written by
Blair L. Gleed, published in the
Feb. 4 Daily Record and the Feb.
10 Campus Crier. .
Gleed wrote, "The point at hand
is relative to the subject of drug
abuse. Some ... would like us to
be duped into believing that drug
usage is a proof of 'freedom' [see
Jan. 20 crier, page 2] or doesn't
'hurt anybody' [see Dec. 10
Alutant, page 8]. Both articles
contain clear and subtle--even
hidden--overtones ·of defiance to
the laws of the State of Washington as well as federal laws."
First of all, the quote from the
Alutant is grossly out of context.
The complete sentence excerpted
from was contained in an opinion
column written . by Ray Gilmour.
Speaking in support of marijuana
decriminalization, Gilmour wrote,
"Most of them [marijuana user]
are not hurting anybody else.,·,
Even with the most liberal of
interpretations, there remains a
chasm of meaning between what
was actually written and what was
virtually misquoted.
Secondly, Gleed's contention
that the column in question attempts defiance of the law is
absurd. Gilmour advocated lessening the · penalties for marijuana
use. Since when is it illegal to
support changing the law?
Of course, I could be not
catching Gilmour's intent. Anything written in overtones which

are clear and hidden at the same
time is a little deep for me.
Personally, I agree with Gleed's
stand against drugs. I also recognize his right to state his opinion.
But I don't feel that the misuse of
quotes and the employment of
sophistries are very laudable
methods for supporting an argument.
Pat Locke

.
Chips 1n
for casino
A special note of thanks is due to
the great people who have made
the RCH-APO Casino Royale possible.
Too numerous to mention, the
individuals from Alpha Phi Omega
and the Residence Hall Council
really deserve a hand for their
devotion and initiative in the
effort. The Casino Royale staff
numbered nearly 150 people. It is
the largest single undertaking
tackled by the sponsors. As an
officer of the Residence Hall
Council, I feel most honored to
have been a part of the effort.
As Chairman of the RHC
Council, I thank each and every
one of you!
Sincerely,
Scott Mueggler
Chairman, Residence Hall Council

Engleesh wit
grammar
I bin redein in ure papur about
engleesh. Rolly Rollins and Kahneh-do say, zee engleesh, she go
down. Fault of universe. Bad
society. students no good. Time
she out of joint. Now, war is ze
fault? I put her where she lays.
Wat they do, in Engleesh Camp
101, ees eempossibul. Eet ees, to
rite with love and sinseerness an·d
wit spontuneous joy, and also at
same time write wit grammar and
sintacks and zee spallink rite two.
Zees kannot be dun. eezer i say
sumping, and in saying somping
direckly, the mor i rite the battar i
gat, like practice basketball or
drive car. OR, i am watching zee
grammar and the syntax and the
spelling, but i am not noticing the
matter and content of the communication. BOTH kant be at once
done at the same time!!!? Same
wit teaching fo:r:_un langwiches--

cannot do speaking and notis
grammar syntax pronouns pronunda tion all same time. And yet
this reKWIRED first year students. For natifs--easy like gold,
for Everyboddy else, cant be done.
EEngleesh chuld have riting "
witout grammaktikle and syntactikul corrections, a la cummings
and -herum, lots of jast ritiok,
norms develop intrinkally or not at
all anyhows, ~ots ritin talking
redeing--wat kollej shud be as a
hole anyhows?
also shud have study, zee NONENGLEESH langwidge--Balinese
or Chinese or any India_n langwidch--see structure and funkshun
eengleesh langwidge from OUTSIED so to spik. Alos should ·
Memroise BIBLE, or large parts
of it, and parts of American
speeches, as in GOOD-OLD DAYS.
Millman Perry say, know MOLECULES OF Spich; then talk be
poet like want good si_nger understand spiech like serb like greek.
AND FINALIZINGWAY, THE
HOWSE of LANGWIDJCH is
built in UNALTHY WAY. EEt is
UNHALHIL Y OPEN at BOZ zee
ends. Zat is like man talking all
the time and he has diarrhea
alsoyet, or eet is like orilwana she
have no manners. We need sum
DEEGNEETEE, some Klosure,
some microcosmic synecdochic ATRIUM, we must get BIKES out
of thees space. Thees space shud ·
be T AMPLE to Language, Literature, Philosophy, and Religion.
Closing the ends' would symbolize
life within a hard dry outside, like
the tree of life itself, like man
himself, ·it would increase the
prestige of the faculty, the students in language studies, the
administration over such studies.
It would revitalize the structure of
our existence, and of our actions
and inquiries in languages and
literature, philosophies and re~£
gions.
Yours,
Robert Geodecke

Pa~s the grass

WA 98504; Rep. Tub Hansen, 337
House Office Blg., Olympia, WA
98504; Rep. Sid Flanagan, 416-A
House Office Bldg., Olympia, WA
98504 and Governor Dixie Lee Ray
Legislative Bldg., Olympia, WA
98504. Also be sure to call the
Toll-Free Legislative Hot Line,
1-800-562-6000.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Thomas Stah.
Low and Justice Mjr •

, Support
HB 257
A bill to decriminalize the
possession of small amounts of
marijuana has been introduced in
the State Legislature. It stipulates
that a small civil fine shall replace
the current misdememeanor status for the private possession of
under 28 grams of marijuana. We
feel that this approach represents
a more realistic attitude toward
the use and possession of small
amounts of marijuana.
The city of Seattle has had such
a law since 1974. It has worked so
well that Robert Hanson, the
current Chief of Police in Seattle,
·has endorsed the bill.Other state
organizations that favor such a
bill include the Washington State
Council on Crime and Delinquency
and the Governor's Advisory
Council on Drug Abuse and Prevention. If you feel ·that such an
approcah is a reasonable one, we
urge you to make your views
known to your local Representatives and Senators. You may call
1-800-562-6000, toll free and request that the lawmakers from
your district be made aware of
your support for The Maijuana
Education and Control Act of 1977
(Senate Bill 2330; House Bill 257).
Pr, you may write a letter
expl~in~ing your support for the bill
and why you think "it is important . .
If you feel that it is time for a
change, now is the time to act. It is
possible to pass such a bill this
year, but we need your support.
Please act now! For further information about how you can become
involved in this effort write Washington NORML, P.O. Box 5651,
University Station, Seattle; WA
98105, or call 525-1909. If we act
together, it is possible to make a
difference.
0

or HB 257
The legislature is currently considering HB257, a bill to decriminalize small amounts of marijuana. This bill would remove
from thousands of people the
threat of stiff punishment and a
criminal record for exercising
their individual liberty in regards
to support HB257.
Send your letters of support of
HB247 to Sen. Nat Washington,
431 Public Lands Blg., Oly~~a.•

0

Victor .L arson
Washington NORML
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$10,000.00 SWEEPSTAKES CONTEST

TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS

worth of guaranteed prizes!
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11 a.m. 3 p.m.

TUESDAY TOOFERS

Sp.m. - 2 a.m. Tues!
101152
101302
101255
101-3#1~739

GALLONS TO GO $2.00
KEGS TO GO $23.50
( $12.00 Deposit)

ROGER WINTERS OFF CAMPUS
VIRGINIA HEIN OFF CAMPUS
ED GOON
QUIET DORM
CHITTY BHARTHJQUIET DORM
GINNY McBRIDE STUDENT VIL
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Alienation a deciding factor

Student discusses suicide attempt
By HAROLD LANE

"More than anything else, there
·is a feeling of complete frustration.
I felt I was a spectator to my own
life, that I had no control over my
own existence. Worse yet, I had
the impression no one would care,
even if I did have control."
This grim emotional state is what
a person feels just before he
commits suicide, according to a
student who said he tried to kill
himself two years ago.
"It didn't come on gradually,
either," he continued. "It was
awfully sudden. I had been feeling
very depressed for a couple of
months-say, the spring of 1975and after I get out of school for
the summer, the idea simply
popped into my head and stayed
there."
The student, now presently a
senior at Central traced his attempted suicide to a combination
of what he caJled "bad deals"
incidents in which his mistakes
in judgment were exaggerated by
random chance. "First off, I broke
up with my girl friend," he ..£..a.id:
~---------------------~
FOR SALE: Penncrest Stereo
Cassette Tape Deck with AMFM receiver and speakers, $75,
or best offor. Cassette tapes
S2.00 each. Call 925-4722 after 5

I

pm.
_)
'-----------------------

"Now, I'll admit it hurt to do that,
but if it had been the only major
problem I had, I could've handled
it easily.
"The thing was, I broke up with
her the same quarter I was taking
19 credits." The resulting scholars
tic pressure-culminating in a 1.9
average-led to "the worst fit of
moodiness and inferiority I've ever
experienced.
Explaining further, the student
remarked, "I was really embarrassed by that quarter. In the
past, I'd achieved a 3.5 without
· any real effort. But after the
spring ... God, I felt like an idiot."
Thoughts of self-destruction followed soon after that. "Looking
back on it, I suppose if I had any
really intimate friends, I could've
talked to him or her about it and
worked out my feelings. Unfortunately, I didn't have anyone who
was that close, so my emotions
sort of... they sank deep and began
to rot."
The attempt came during the
· second week of July,1975. "I was
at a friend's house, and he was
showing off the .new pis_lQl he got
for only hund~ed bucks. Afterhe
found me suitably impressed by its
features-nine-round clip, special
safety devices-he went downstairs to get a beer or something.
While he was gone , I figured this
was as good a time as any.
"Surprisingly, it wasn't the least
bit melodramatic. No ringing
phrases came to mind, like 'Good-

a

bye Cruel World!' The only really
ponderous thought I had was,
'Things are pretty bad for me now,
they're not about to get better,
and they're probably going to get
worse. Why not kill myself and
solve all my problesm with a single
stroke?"
The attempt was unsuccessful,
due to the most elemental of
difficulties. "There wasn't any
ammunition in the damn thing."
By the time the student began a
serious search for bullets, his
friend had returned, ending the
crisis.
"After that, I began to wonder
about my mental stability. I mean,
not everyone seriously considers
suicide when they have difficulties. So I spent the rest of the
summer laying around the house,
trying to sort things out by
myself."
When asked if he ever thought
of psychiatric_ ~ounseliJ!g Qr dis~

cussions with clergy, the student
said-"No. No way in hell. I don't
trust anybody who listens to
people's troubles for a salary. I
don't thing an instituition can
dredge up sympathy for an individual. Besides, there's the matter
of privacy. I don't want strangers
to hear about the details of my
private life."
And a newspaper article is
more private than a psychiatrist's
office?
"In a way. The people who read ·
this can't see my face, and I don't
have to tell a reporter half the
things I'd have to tell a psychiatrist.
The temptation to kill himself
finally subsided in January 1976.
"I can't really say I solved all my
problems, but I did cut them down
to a managable size. I got a new
girl friend, which relieved the
loneliness caused by my breaking
up with the old one. I studied

harder, and my grades fall, quarter
'75 made up for the poor wshowing
the previous spring."
finally, the student was asked if he
still gets depressed, if the depressions are as severe as they used to
be, and what he does if they are.
The answer: "Oh yeah. There
are moments, usually late at night,
when I feel as meaningless, as
useless as I ever did. But now I
don't become self-destructive; I
just mope _!t~ound a~d do nothing."
Do you ever wish you could get
rid of those feelings?
"Sure, but I don't thing it's
possible. Lonely moody emotions
are natural for me, much the same'
as some people feel naturally
crappy when they wake up Monday mornings.
"Still, I have to admit I get tired
of them at times-incredibly
tired."

Advisement under query ·
By JON DAIGNEAULT

The Academic Advisement Center is in the process of compiling
information concerning student
opinion of advisement procedures.
The student survey will be analyzed in conjunction with a faculty
poll t:aken earlier this year to
formalize a new academic advise·ment policy .

Approximately 1,500 student · for their advisors to have adequate
questionnaires were distributed, ' knowledge of eareer opportunities·
thanks to Chris Fulgham of the in related disciplines. Students
Advisement Center, who circu- showed interest in a proposal of a
lated the inquiries to the various one credit course that would deal
dorms on campus during the specifically with careers in their
second week of February.
chosen field of study.
V. Gerald Reed, director of the
Responses returned from 141 1
Academic Advisement Center, for- faculty questionnaires indicated
sees fall quarter, 1977, as the that while 11.3 per cent saw no
probable target date for a revised need for additional advisement,
policy implementation.
. 25.5 per cent believed advisement
.Reed's office is "still collecting should be extended to include
data" of the advisement proposals every student every quarter.
at the rate of about twenty
Initial student reaction . as re- ~
student polls a day. Out of the 80 fleeted in the surveys already
or so student questionnaires he c-0mpiled, indicates students, as a
had analyzed at the time of result of their own experience, feel
interview, the emerging collective a need for academic advisement,
opinion was favorable to require services in the dorms, however
advisement for each student at 52.6 per , cent of those faculty
least once a year, and require members queried disapproved of
advisement on a quarterly basis this type of advisement activity.
for students placed on academic
Questionnaires may be obtained
probation.
from, and suggestions and
Also. the questionnaire sam-:_ opinions directed to the office of
pling showed a concern of students Academic Advisement.

Treatment costs differ
For those students interested,
there are differences in the fee and
treatment in obtaining a test for
Veneral Disease at Central's
Health Center and at Kittitas
County Health Clinic.
Central's Health Center has a
minimum $6 lab fee for V.D. tests.
If a penicillin shot is required, it is
an additional $4. If the test is
positive, further treatment costs
six dollars at the Health Center.
At the County Health Clinic
there is no charge. Tests for V.D.
are given from 8 to 11:30 am

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Both males and females are
given tests to determine presence
of the disease. Women are treated
at the clinic with a gonorrhea
culture, treatment, medication and
post-treatment check-ups. Males
are referred to a local physiciai{·s
office for treatment, but the clinic
pays for any fees.
The Health Center charges Ql?!cause it is not totally federally
funded and the Kittitas County
Health Clinic is given funds by the
Federal Government.
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_Winning style ...

Casino royale was for real
Casino ro'>:al was something else Tuesday night. The only
thing slicker than the cards was -the people who play_ed.
It's all i~ fun, and those who took a chance with black jack
or craps found it an exciting change of pace. For those who
didn't gamble there was a dance.
_It was an unusual evening.

A card shark ...
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Poker tracks ...

His last Casino buck.
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Students arrested Panerio our music man
[cont. from page 1]
six hours ·a day in on just the
parking tickets. We have other
work to do besides parking
tickets."
The county clerks are having
problems in issuing letters because of the overload of work they
'have to do. Said Sutton, "We can't
keep on top cf t:. verything because
there are so many tickets to
process.''
In 1976 · there were a total of
6,000 parking tickets issued to
Central students and faculty. In
January of 1977 there were 1,296
issued or .40 per day, and so far
this February, 708 tickets have
been issued.
Brickley said,· "There is oq.e
officer hir~d to issue · parking
tickets. We have to control the
derelict cars that would · stack up ·
and take all the parking spots for
those who have payed for parking
stickers."
"Information on fines and other
items are i,n the brochure,, 'Rules
for Sweecy Cars'. It is available at
the Registrar's Office or the
Campus Police Station," Brickely
said.
Brickley went on to say, "Bail is
set downtown by the court. The
bail takes care of the tickets and

Mc;ncl\ of Dimes

court cost. Once a ticket is written,
it is out of our hands and becomes
a matter of the cour-t."
According to Campus Police
officers Copeland and Bond will no
longer arrest parking ticket violators. Another officer has been assigned to that job.
That officer said, "I treat people
the way I would want to be
treated. The magistrate of the
court has ordered that this be done
and I ain hoping for cooperation."
The new officer added,, ' 'I am
not going . to handcuff anybody
unless th~y try to run or get rough
with me. This is just another part
of my job and I plan to do itin a
calm and cool manner, I don't like
hasseljng people."
Ron Halles; head of the Parking
Committee, said, "The State Legislature gives the authority to the
Board of Trustees who in turn
gives authority to the Campus
Police to issue tickets."
"The issuing of tickets is mainly
to free the congestion of parking
by those without stickers so those
with them can park," Halles said .. ·
Added Halles, "It is kind of
unfair for those who do buy
stickers to not have a place to park
while cars without stickers park in
the available spaces."
The college does not receive any ·
tponey from citations, according to
Hailes. The money from the
stickers goes into a . fund for the
maintenance .of the parking lots.
· "It is poss1ble to change the
rules through board meetings,"
said Halles, "but so far: there have
'b een very few 'interested people
attending· these meetings."
The .next parking meetmg is
scheduled for Tuesday, March 15,
at 1:30 pm _in SUB 103. It is to be
an open meeting.

A new line in
town is offered
from
BERRYS
.......
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*PANTS
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By DAVID PAYSON
Teaching comes first for Central
music professor Robert Panerio.
But what he does before and after
school hours is attracting- at·
tention.
He writes music.
'fo date, six of Panerio's music
compositions have been published
and a number more are on the
verge of publication. In 1967 he
published his first piece, Ma·
rauders, and followed that in 1968
with a compostion called Ense·
nada. Then, in 1975, his piece
Jubiloso won the American Band·
masters Association Ostwald Uniform Company Awar~ for the vest
music composition written for
band that year. With that award,
national recognition as a composer
came to Panerio.
He received his BA in the music
education from Central in 1953 and
returned 10 years later to teach in
the department that spawned him.
The decade between his graduation and return to Central he spent
teaching music in the Moses 1~~~ •
S_choofDistrict, serving as Dean of
the Division of Humanities at Big DYNAMIC DUO-Stud~nt Steve Hansen [left and Professor Robert
Bend Community College _ and Panerio practice between' classes. Panerio is rapidly becoming a well
·
playiIJ_g trumpet professionally known composer.
with a group called "Steve inspiration. I write everyday.
Those three compositions are:
Laughery and the Many .Sounds of Some days are productive and Preeludio e Danza, Romulus and
Nine," a national award winner in others are not. I've had days were Bellicoso. .
1960.
after eight to 10 hours of writing,
Panerio said ii is difficult for 1.
He currently reaches orchestra- I've ended up with nothing. And good music to gain acceptance in
tion, band arrangement, jazz I've had other .days where in just today's society. He exp~ained why:
writing, music theory and trum-. four hours everything fell into "In my opinion our country is
pet.
place."
presently the most commercially
Panerio explained how his love
He talked of the complexity of oriented nation in the history of
for writing music stemmed from a music composition. "People don't the world, and this makes it hard
childhood fascination of music realize what a complex process it for good art to be accepted. For
arrangement, and a musically en- is," he said. "After an instrumental example, today's bubble-gum '
thusiastic father. "As far back as I piece is written it has to be music outsells good jazz a 100 to
can remember," he sa~d, "I had a orchestrated in ink. This process one, and the pseudo~pop bit with
strong interest in how composers requires thousands of man hours studio ·orchestras outsells the fine
put music together. My early of putting the music down on symphonic works. Publishers say ·.,
interest was orchestration and · paper, so that conductors and they've interested in getting good
arranging. I think I did my first performers can see it clearly. It's a quality music out, but still they're
arragement for a group when 1 lot of work."
more interested in making money.
was 13. My dad, who was an
The recognition Panerio gained It gets discouraging to see music "'"
amateur musician, had a strong from Jubiloso has had a positive of great quality fail, while music of
influence on my interests. His effect on his music writing career. less~r quality succeeds. But that's
interest in music ;;1.rranging wore He spoke brieOy on this. "When the way it is."
'Q_ff on me. Thoughout the course you win a national award, it opens
of my career-I'm a trumpeter- up some floors for you that were
He also feels modern music
I've received more satisfaction previously closed," he said...now composers are operating at a
from writing music than I have I've got publishers calling me, financial disadvantage, as com- 'from playing it."
which is a switch from what it used pared to the past masters. "Many
Composing music is a craft at to be. Because of the award, I've of the ·old masters were state
which a person has to continually gotten to meet - some of the supported," he said. "They had
work, he ~aid, a creative discipline country's leading composers, con· their way paid. But nowadays, for ~~
which contains no simple formulas doctors and inusic educators, and, a composer to make a living on just
or shortcuts. "It's a lot of hard since I won the award, J've had composing is rare. There are some
work," Panerio said. "It's 90 per three of my compositions pub- who do, but only the most successcent perspiration and 10 per cent· lished."
ful in the world."
When asked to discuss his
future plans, Panerio responded,
"I plan to stay at Central and
teach. My lifelines are here and I'll 1r·
stay. I get a tremendous amount of
satisfaction from seeing these kids
grow musically."
Referring to that special sideline
he involves himself in outside of
school hours, he added, "And, yes,
I'll continue to write music. In fact, "
I wrote early this morning, and I'll
write again tomorrow morning."
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New SUB areas set
for finish March 6
Since the June 18 fire, the most
critically damaged areas of the
SUB have undergone extensive
rebuilding, and the tentative finishing ·date is set for March 6,
according to Dean Don Wise ,
director of SUB activities. "The
only_ possible hold-up," said \:\ise
"would be because of a stoppage of
~needed materials because of the
weather problem in the East."
Wise said the fire was to have·
started as the result of a cigarette
dropped into a piece of furniture in
t,l)_e Lair. "It was so h~t in there
the bricks around the fireplace
started exploding. .If it hadn't been
for the fire doors, the entire
SUB would have burned," he said.
The new Lair is being finished in
walnut paneling, the fireplace has
been replaced and new fUrniture is
in storage awaiting the completion
of the interior and carpet instalation.
Wise said, "The Lair has been
one of the greatest assets of the
It's had a relaxed and comfortable
~tmosphere and we're very e?tcited in seeing it finished up and
returned to use_...

oowN

In the fire, the - Lair, college
store and nearby; me·e ting rooms
suffered the foremost damage.
Smoke damage was critical on teh
second floor, though somewhat
l~.ss extensive in the central areas.

{I>

~ ~TlC,e

rALLlt-16

STA2.S ON DOORS

"W~ received mass!_~e ~9opera
tion in getting things cleaned ·up,"
said Wise. "We were able to hold
Qn'llmer quarter rel!"istratiQn in
the ballrtJom adn open the cafeteria in a matter of three days."
A professional clean-up crew
was hired to scrub the soot, a job
requiring the removal of all
fixtures and heaters. According
to Wise, "There was nothing left
untouched. They did an excellent
· job."

According to Wise, the repair
project was divided into two
phases, the first caling for rebuilding the college store, a job
considered to be of top priority.
Phase two involv:ed rebuilding of
.the Lair and ~djacent meeting
rooms, which is being carried out
by· Gilbert Moen ' Construction Co.
of Yakima.

Hearing held .on parking
·By DAVE ADAMS

written, it is turned over to the when residents abandon the animals in buildings. We had such a
and they take over.
A public hearing on Central Central does not receive any case a few days ago when we found
parking, parking fines and animal monetary returns from the two cats abandoned in a building
control met in room 206 of the SUB citations.
we were cleaning."
on Feb. 18 to discuss problems
Possession of prohibited animals
Besides the d~mage caused by
dealing in those areas.
on campus without permits was animals, there is also the chance of
Four persons attended the hear- the third problem discussed in the disease. Harris said. "There are
dorm regulations against having
Presently, students learn many ing.
Director of the Physical meeting.
valuable assets that' will enable Plant, Paul Bechtel, who headed
. "It is in the buildings where we animals in dorms, but it's tough to
· ~hem to be better prepared for the meeting, Jake Harris, director are most concerned," Bechtel said enforce them."
"One student had a boa constricJobs. Students are taught how to of housing maintenance and two "We do have an animal control
officer. but are without a code for tor as a pef a few years back which
' run a bu~iness meeting, to prepare Crier reporters.
and deliver an effective speech,
The first segment of the meet- him to work with. The hearing caused a little controversy to say
l~arn the foundations of persua- ing dealt 'with parking in the C-1 will make codes available and .the least," Harris said. "Ever since
~ion,a~ well as the right way to Pavilion· parking area between the
guidelines for the officers to then reptiles have been on the no
pet list." ·
mterview and . be interviewed. hours of2 am and 6 am. According follow."
These · are just a few of the to Bechtel, the Consumer Studies
Security officers have the right,
marketable skills students will Faculty sent a petition to the after responding to complaint
learn.
Board of Trustees about the calls, to issue citations to pet
Almost everyone will be work- parking problems in the C-1 park- owners. Officers can and have
ing in some type of organization in ing lot. The BOC then contacted been picking up animals that are
the future.
It might be in department heads of psychology loose from their owners.
Takara's
Peugeot's
business, education or govern- and tech. education because they Jake Harris, superintendent of
Bicycles •Repairs• Sales• Service
Oosed
Monday's•
307
N.
Main • 925-3326
ment, but they will have a need to also use the lot to obtain their housing maintenance, said, "The
effectively communicate with fel- faculty's opinion.
animals are a problem especially
low workers and management.
'.'There are two main problems .-·- - - - · -- - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....
King said the minor will be with people using the C-1 lot,"
expanded next fallwiththeaddition Bechtel said, "The first is the ·
of an Organizational Communica- maintenance problem, especially
tion class. This course will deal during the winter months.
with networks of communication, Second, there is a problem with
channels of command and prob- people who park in the prime spots
lems in organizations. Other offer- using up the space for commuters
ings will be included in the and faculty."
program in the near future.
"We want to free up and clear
The City of Ellensb1,..1rg will receive$83,000 this year from the
"We currently have about 100 up the use of that lot," Bechtel
Department of Housing and Urban Development as ·a result of
the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 and
st~dent~ i~volved in ~he pr?gram." saxnother topic of discussion was
your City needs your ideas on how to spend 1t!
Kmg said, The staff is excited and · ·parking fines. Arrest warrantS
~e are h.opeful students will .get i are now being issued to persons;
. Public participation is wonted to help determine community
mvo.lved m a progra~ that will be ' who fail to. pay parking citations.'
development goals and projects for Ellensburg. Citizens will
a big boost when it comes to
Bechtel said there is one officer
finding employment."
assigned to handle arrest warrants ·
have on opportunity to express their concerns and generally
Interested students sho~ld c?n- ·and they will be made during the
participate in preparing the application.The City hos appointed
tact L~nn Osbo~n, ?r Corwm Kmg day and early evening. Bail is set
a Housing and Community Development Commission for the
~f the commumcation department downtown.
-purpose of sounding out community
needs and
assist in
in Edison.
Said Bechtel, "Once a ticket is
developing community projects.
.coun~y

Minor for everybody
!'

The Organizational Minor is
designed to complement the student's major of study. The program
will f~cus on the knowledge and in
skills necessary to make students
effective in interpersonal comm~mication.

The m.inor area of study curr~
ent_ly includes the .followin_g four
cretlit classes: Princip~es of _Di$·~
(ussion, Argumentation and Debate, and Professional Speaking,
Persuasion and Interviewing Principle~ and Techniques.
"Students from every major
area of study should benefit from
the program due to its practical
design," said Corwin King, newest
~tember of the communications
staff.

IMPORTANTf! I

$2.25,

THE AVERAGE COST
OF ACAB RIDE,
COULD SAVE
YOUR FRIEND'S LIFE.
For free information. write to:
. DRUNK DRIVER. Box 2345
Rockville, Maryland 20852

,

-flHIUtttf

YOUR CITY NEEDS YOUR IDEAS

The public is urged to express their views and
submit project
proposals
at a
public hearing
that will be held , at the Silver Circle Community
Center, 201 W. Ruby. Pr_oject proposals completed on
forms qyqilable gt Cjty Holl will be considered at the
public hearing scheduled for March 15 1977

We re looking
1

Clciclttlf

forward to serving

Project proposals sh~uld be submitted
March9, 1977.
Examples of eligible project activites are:

you-·
I'

q11la1J

~,,,,,

Restaurant Dial

962-9977
GALAXY ROOM -

962_-990&,-

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy-. 10

--I

at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

Elle'iburg

to City Hall prior to

1. Neiqhborhood rehabilitation or conservation activites
(beautification, clearance of deteriorated structures, etc.)
2. Projects related to economic development( restoration and
preservation of historically significant properties, industrial
land improvement, commercial area revitalization activities, etc.)
3. Public yvorks facilities (streets, sidewalks flood control,
water and sewer, street lighting, etc. )
4. Social service programs.
5. Parks and other recreation facilities.
For further information and project forms contact the Office
of Planning and Community . Development, · City Hall, at
962-9863.
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Arts & Entertainillent
New play hurdles opening
By MICHELLE BRUNSON
Opening night of A Little Night
Music was, to say the least a bit
disappointing as the audience russled in their seats with boredom
awaiting the final curtain.
A romantic play at heart, a little
night music had it's humorous
moments.
Yet many of the
humorous antics and dialogue of
the -characters flowed past the
eyes and ears of the audience. The
dialogue was far from complex.
The audience just seemed to be
very unresponsive.
0

Sue Bently, costume mistress,
did an excellent job with the
wardrobe of the characters
Desiree and Anne Egermar; portrayed by Leslie McCorkle.
The warerobes flaunted the
voluptious character of Desiree
and the somewhat sheepish character of Anne.
The orchestra, lead by Clifford
Cuhna, displayed an overwhelming performance with their transi~
tions sooth and on cue. The music
was never overbearing and the
possessed a rich emoti-0nal quality.

'f'he entire cast must oe commended for not falling apart
during the performance as did the
props. Their ability to maintain
their composure and continue with
the show kept the opening night
from being a total disconcerting
experience.
.
After hurdling their opening
night problems, the cast went on
to perform flawlessly through
The
: their next performances.
audiences were also a great deal
more responsively supporting the
actors and actresses through their
roles.

Music Menu

Teri Roepelle, who portrayed
the sexiest and most desirable
woman in the show, was outstanding. For her debut on stage, Teri's
performance was well balanced
with exceptional acting and singFleetwood ·Mac has their latest
Lindsey Buckingham has pering talents.
·album out entitled Rumors. The
haps established himself as the
The Glamorous Life and Send in
album was recorded at the Record
lead guitarist ir Che history of the
the Clown~ were two songs with . Plant in Los Angeles by members
group, includin~ such past Fleet~
which Teri displayed both her
Mick Fleetwood, John McVie,
wood standouts as Bob Weish,
acting and singing skills. Teri
Lindsey Buckingham, Stevie Nicks Danny Kirwan, Jeremy Spencer.
sang from her soul with great
and Christine McVie. The album is How a band like Fleetwood Mac
emotion, taking the-dullness out of
very nice in places, but overall I
can chan·ge so drastically from the
the evening.
feel it will be hard to surpass the
pat is a minor miracle. But
The good balance of singing and
immediate group effort by the Buckingham plays wonderfully on
acting talents of Ken Helms, who
present Fleetwood contingent.
Rumors, especially on the AM hit,
portrayed Henril Egermar, a
There are many fine features Go Your Own Way and I Don't
young divinity student, also denoticeable on the Ip, Christine Want To Know. As for Mick
serves recognition.
McVie has her voice finely in tune Fleetwood and John McVie, what
Ken supplied the versatile ta- . as always with the husky reso- can be said? Once again they
lents and incorporated them into 1 nance that is her trademark. Her provide excellent backing on
the humorous, sometimes .half-witwork on the various keyboards is drums and bass, respectively, and
ted and emotional character,
supply the drive behind the band.
quite competent and very tasty.
Henrik.
Stevie Nicks and her vocals on
With all the bouquets I have
The Liebeslie Quintet, consistDreams are perhaps the best on mentic>ned here about Fleetwood
ing of Robin Kulama, Jeanne Wolf,
the entire album. This is her Mac and Rumors, I must mention
Arielrea Maki, Clayton Doherty
second effort along with Lindsey the possible shortcomings of the
and Mark Fox, displayed notable with the rest of Fleetwood Mac, ' · album. Altho~~h it is very, very
vocal talent. However, Andrea
and her capable lead vocals allows · good in places, Rumors is not
Maki, soprano, and Mark Fox,
Christine the freedon to concen-- · consistently good throughout like
baritone, exhibited eminent vocal
trate more closely on the musical ;I the previous Fleetwood album.
talents with their timely solos
wizardry.
Perhaps the group just outdid
throughout the m:i!sical.
themselves on the last album.
Listen to Rumors tv~ight at 7:3()
..::::;;ii:::::::::::::::li~::i;iiHi\\;i;iil~;;;i;1:;;;:;;;:i:i:i:i:::::i;~;~:;:~:~:~;i:~;i:~:;:~:~:~:~:~~;~:~:~:~::;~~~~;;;}~-\~;~:~:~:::::~:~:~: ~;>
pm on KCSW FM-91, and listen
OPEN 6:45 925-9511
Tuesday at 8:30 pm for the
LIBERTY Th eatre .
suow STARTS AT 7:00 :·r,j:j: next
new America album, Harbor, and
·a week from today on the album
preview for the Kinks' Sleepwalker.

Reese Colbo

MAINDRIAN PA

his front is insurance

=~~:~:r:::J.~.
SEE 93 CARS DESTROYED IN THE
MOST INCREDIBLE PURSUIT
EVER FILMED '

E.~.

~

-

investigati~7 n...
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~ ~ ~;'.i
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'Tha1's Entertainment'
Thurs. March 3
through March 12. Show times will
Jazz Choir will perform in the be at 7 and 9 pm with $1 admission
SUB pit at noon.
Jazz Night will ~egin at 8 pm in
Steve Talbot, violinist, will per- Hertz Hall and will run through
form his graduation recital in March 11. Admission will be
· Hertz Hall at 8 pm. No admission charged.
chai:ge.
·
. There will als.o b~ a Readers
A Little Night Music will con-: Theatre Production m the Three
· tinue its performances through Penny Plavhouse at 8:30 pm.
March 5. ·Show time is 8:30 in
.
,
McConnell Autorium.
Off Campus
I am Curious Yellow has been
cancelled due to lack of availability Mar<;h 18
of the film. Texas Chainsaw MasJanis Ian (singer-songwriter)
sacre is ,s cheduled in its place in with special guest Tom Chapin~ 8
the SUB theatre at 3, 7, and 9 pm. pm at Paramount Northwest.
$1 admission.
March 25
Mon., March 9.
Leo Kottke, (guitarist) will perPapa John's will begin at 8 pm in form at 8 pm at Paramount
the SUB p~t.
Northwest. Dirt Hamilton will be
Orchestra Concert with John tl].e opening· act.
Reinehart, pianist in Hertz Hall at
March
27
8 pm.
·
Chick Corea and Return Forever
featuring Stanley Clarke at
Thurs., March 10
Great American Cowboy will be Paramount Northwest, 8 pm. Rethe ASC featured film and will run served seating $6.50, $7 and $7 .50.

t~

~i~t

{ (\er s 10 J'>. , .
c.P . w11H: ~

MENAGE

N. PEARL

962-2700

FROM 9pm. to , lam.
50 4 cover-.. Real .Cheap

•

·$1 .00

PITCHERS
SCHOONERS

25¢

FROM 8pm.-2am.
Live Music at least Twice a Week.
Check O.ut The Bes-t In Local Ro·ck,
, Blues & Country Music.

-
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'Night Music': ineffectual 'Sm CJ I/'to compete
Fredrik's son, Henrik (Ken Helms)
with their maid Petra (Armina
Though marred by technical - Blackwell).
difficulties and uneven perforHenrik, intensely devoted to his
mances, A little Night Music, studies at a Lutheran seminary,
which begins the last week of its has been distracted somewhat by
run tonight, was. saved by the the lusty Petra who is devoted to
performances of its . leads Teri other things. Actually he is merely
Roepelle and Peter Gries. Ably sublimating (without any success)
directed by Richard Leinaweaver, his passion for his stepmother
·
the Stephen Sondheim musical, Anne.
(Book by Hugh Wheeler) relates
Speaking of sublimation, Fredthe Midsummer Eve's follies of a rik goes out, ostensibly for a walk,
number of foolishly romantic Scan- but actually to see Desiree to
dinavians.
whom he professes his deep affecOne particular Scandinavian, tion for his wife. She understands.
Fredrik Egerman (Peter Gries) in "What are old friends for? she asks
fact goes crazy over an actress and they depart to her bedroom.
named with some significance as Soon Desiree's dumb ' but virile
her mother explains, Desiree (Teri lover, Count Malcom (Gordon
Roepelle. Egerman's susceptibility Gray) enters. Desiree and Fredrik
to craziness is due not to the tell a story about Fredrik being
constant sun but his vir1dn bride, Madame Armfeldt's lawyer. He
Anne (Leslie McGorkle). She's attempts to quell his suspicions
eighteen, he's well into middle age, but fails and goes home to his wife
but the real bar to their matri- Charlotte, (Stephanie Noble).
monial happiness, as far is Fredrik
Meanwhile Desiree goes to visit
is concerned, is, , though they've her -~other who, in her younger _
been married . eleven months, days, made a lot of money mistresthey've never consummated their sing. It was because of this money
union.
,
and her country house Madame
Old flame Desiree, is starring in ~rmfeldt insi~ted on taking her
·a show in town, and Fredrik and daughter Fridrika (Nancy Larson)
Anne go to see her. Anne, dis- away from .Desiree.
mayed by a smouldering glance,
Fredrika says she would like to
Desiree sends Fredrik home early go back to living with Desiree who
. ~here-· she--and Fredrik surprise . says, yes, she can, because Des4'~e
By JANE SNYDER

large display case during the
symposium.
In order to enter, all work by
the artist must be original, must
not be over two years old and must
not have been previously displayed locally.
All work must be submitted to
the Randall Art building, main
office, April 5-6, from noon to 5
pm.
.
Juror of the show is Nancy
Bracken, local artist. According to
Speth, "small awards" will be
made to the winners in conjunction
with part of the symposium theme.
Prospectuses detailing the competition will be available in the
Randall main office, about March '
10.

'Ears' rings right
By David Adams

Concert chairperson

and the other two combos are
members of the talented and
popular 1st Jazz Band directed by
John Moawad. Moawad said that
With Ears is "hot stuff."
The 1st Jazz Band was scheduled to play with Ronnie Laws on
Feb. 23, until Laws canceled
because two of his band members
quit. But the Jazz Band will,
according to the BOC, play this
spring in a jazz festival along with
various other artists.

Non-union Strike?
. By DAVE SOLTMAN

Would non-union staff employees join a union strike? I
wrote a secretary friend of mine, ·
and she wrote back: "You'll be
lucky if you get non-union clerical
people to stay away from their .
jobs even if you fire them up ahead
of time.
Especially if they're
women. I get more and more
aware of how women automatically assume the submissive [child]
role in deals like this--they do
what parents tell them, and refuse
to identify with the naughty boys
from next door."

I
I

Thursday Night
•

IS

Happy hour
5-7 pm

Ladies Night
7-10 p m

!

II

Iron Horse Restaurant
entertainment

!

i£
;.

Dine at our

FACTORY OUTLET

6 nights per w·e ek

.......

·
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Ecuadorian vis its
Santiago Carrasco, administra- - · American students would have
tive ' dean of the Universidad time--perhaps three or four months
Catolica in . Quito, Ecuador, and to gain fluency.
In Ecuador
chairman of the Education Com- courses consist of lectures and a
mittee of the Partners of t lie final examination. No papers are
Americas, visited Central for two required.
days last week .. to explore the
For several summers the Ecuapossibilities of strengthening the dorian teacher and administrator
educational exchange - programs has taught Central students parbetween Ecuador and its "part- ticipating through International
ner" states of Washington and Programs in the liberal arts proKentucky.
gram in Ecuador, while at the
Father Carrasco described the same time a numbe1 '"Ecuadorian
·benefits of study in Ecuador, students, twenty <.. them last
expecially for students in biologi- summer alone, have come to
:cal science and anthropology. The Central to study English and oth_e r
University has a biological station subjects. Carrasco would like to
in the jungle lowlands, where one , see this develop into a broader,
of the topics studied is the change more flexible program encompaswrought by man on the .natural sing the academic -year as well as
the summer quarter.
environment.
Also of interestto the biological
The Ecuadorian . scholar also
::scientist would be the variety of envisions Central faculty on sab'. climates and wildlife, and the batical leave doing research, studoffshore Galapagos Islands with ying and teaching in Ecuador,
their ancient and unique animal while professors from the Unispecies. According to Carrasco, versidad Catolica come to Central
students of anthropology would to teach on a reciprocal basis.
take field trips to various areas
During his stay in Ellensburg,
and would get to know the he discussed his ideas with Central
' problems of the jungle inhabitants. President James Brooks, Vice
Students, he said, might be able President for Academic Affairs,
to take special studies in their Edward Harrington, Assistant Vice
major area at the Universidad President for Off-Campus ProCatolica while living with families grams, Larry Helms and Director
. in Quito.
He feels that the of International Programs and
, language barrier would not pre- Executive Director of the Wash. sent a major problem because ington Partners, Rosco Tolman.
upder their educational sy~tem the

The way it was
By GARY FISHER

Central ha_s changed a great deal
over the years. Tuition has gone
up, academic and social rules havebeen relaxed and students and
professors have come and gone.
Looking through old Campus
Criers, I found different aspects of
campus life, common in those days, '
but uncommon to today's campus
life.
The Crier of Thurs., Jan. 29,
1960, reported on many things.
Some of these were; dorm rooms
at Stephens-Whitney were $6 a
week.
·

The new physical education
building was dedicated , for Leo
Nicholson, chairman of health and
physical education department.
James Brooks was president of
the college. Today he still is
president.
For all you journalism majors,
Dick Rockne, Seattle Times, was
working as sports editor for the
Crier.
On Saturday. Jan. 30, 1960, the
hit movie, "Invasion of the Body
Snatchers" was shown to crowds
of students. The cost was one dime
and it was shown on weekends.

KCAT were the call letters of
the campus radio station.
,
A pNgram broadcast of KCAT
was the "Pat Boone Show for the
Navy."
The theme of the military ball
was, "The Polar Theme."
There were two cigarette advertisements in the Crier.
There was music for studying on·
KCAT.
James Nylander was the baseball coach.
"
Phil Fitterer was on the sports,
spotlight of the week.

US: Work Free
By GREG BLESSING

,................................................
.
'
i·

WANTED

i

.Typesetter for the CRIER.
Apply at CRIER of~ice SUB 218.

·ASC would like to _present:
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Wargaming d~mands exact plays
; .

By GARY FISHER

Drinking, girl watching and
sports are some hobbies for Cen-·
tral students, but not for Fred
Erickson. He has a unique hobby
that is rapidly gaining popularity
around the country.

gaming clubs, and they holcl annual conventions."
He became interested in war
gaming in the fall of 1975 when _he
found a book by H.G. Wells called
Little Wars. He read it, and his
hobby began then. , ·

His hobby is war games. In war
actual historical battles
are 'r eenacted usil)g plastic miniature toy soldiers, weapons and
strategies; in essence, a complete
battle.

Erickson doesn't think of war
gaming in terms of war. "I took at
it like a game of che&s, it's a game
of strategy. I'm not a war monger
or militarist.
I play it for
recreation."

Erickson, a graduate s~udent in
history, said, "War gaming is
rapidly becoming a popular hobby.
In Seattle there are several war

"War gaming is an art as well as
a science," Erickson said. "I read
books and material on the Napoleonic era of warfare to help me

ga~ing,

determine: rules, strategies, weapons and technologies used in
battle. Also a lot of the rules for
the game are my own creations.''
Erickson said that more important than skill is the research that
goes behind the game.
It is
essential to have a working knowledge of armies and strategies of
the time .period.
"I have more than 400 figures, ·
both French and British. Most of
my soldiers are made iri England.They make the best figures and i.t
is my understanding that war
gaming is ·quite the hobby there,"
he said.

Cost_for soldiers runs from $1 to
$1.50 for 36 figures. He uses small
figures because they are easier to
·store, they don't take up much
space, and when he uses them in
battle, he can use at least 200 of
them with no problem.
When Erickson receives the
figures, they are unpainted, and in
order to give them more realism,
he paints them to likenesses of the
Napoleonic period soldiers.
''lt's a painstaking job, but well
worth it. On the average it takes
five hours to paint 36 infantry
soldiers and even longer to paint
cavalry. I go through a lot of eye
drops_;• he said.
·
According to Erickson, it takes
about 45 minutes to set up a battle
field and about three hours to
stage one battle. "I've played
some games as long as five hours,"
he said.
The preparation for the game,
such as positioning of troops and
strategies for battle, take more
time than the actual game itself,
Erickson said.
Erickson uses all aspects of
battle in his game. Some of these
aspects are
morale, cavalry,
artillery, ranges of artillery and

PRESIDENTIALESCORT-Erick&on's Napoleonic soldiers are quite
small. They are from the same time period Thomas Jefferson was.
president. [Paul FridlUDd photos]
musket fire, positions and form- wagons, supply systems, escort
ations of troops, charges by both troops and engineers to augment
cavalry and infantry, hand to hand . what I've already acquired to
cambat, routes, melees and geo- stage a? entire campaign," he said.
graphic settings.
War gamers delve into every
Most of terrain used in games is period of warfare Erickson said.
. taken from maps and descriptions Ancient Roman legions, medieval,
actually used during the Napol- World War II as_well as ground,
air and sea battles are played.
eonic era of warfare.
Napoleonic era ·of warfare is the
Erickson even has a system to most popular at this time.
determi11e casualities from battle.
"I've ·fought 20 or 30 battles and
Erickson said, "All of my sold- -have won all but three or four . of
iers are historically related. I've- them. But, most of the people I
got Blackwatch, Highland infan- have played against were begin- ·
try, Hussars and the Imperial ners," he said.
guard regiments.''
l!;rtckson said war gaming is f: st
"Another way to · play war becoming popular. He thinks it
games is to play entire campaigns will spread and really catch on in
instead of battles. I've develop€'._d the future.

WE CAN HELP!
LITTLE NAPOLEON-Fred Eri~kson eomputes euualties after a·
batile. A slide rule and several tables are used to determine
easualties. ·
.
'
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STEAK .
DINNERS

...... Buy orie steak dinner and get a, second
..i dinner for
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LOWER YOUR FOOD BILL
V2gal 66¢
GRADE A MILK

Wednesdays and Thursdays

100 ••••_so bring a friend
Expires March 27, 1977
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CHOCOLATE MILK
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67 4
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Located Just 8 Blocks
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WSL to channel

Prints shown today
·

The Lakeside Studio will preAlso in the collection
set for one day only a unique will be a number of Japanese
selection of Old Master, .Modern woodcuts from the Ukiyo-e School
Master and Contemporary prints. along with numerous wood enThe Washington Student Legi- becomes a WSL "law ... and is then · The exhibit wiU take place Thurs., gravings by Henry Wolf which are
slatJ1re (WSL) will be meeting submitted to Olympia by the WSL
March 3 from 10 to 4 pm in the · proofs from the Wolf estate. Area
at Central durJng spring break, Executive Board. The WSL folFine Arts Building.
artists being represented , are
March 22 to March 26.
lows closely each bill they propose
This collection is- brought to the
Beall, Epting-, Freimark, Ihle, .KerThe WSL was started in 1973 by and supply lobbying support as public under the auspices of Prociu, Kohn, Rothman, Swift, McJohn Presson and Calvin Marshall needed.
·
fessor George Stillman, departCormich and Kasten.
to meet the need fo a more direct
All works displayed are availroute tor college students to . Participants in the W~L gain ·a ment of Art.
Local collectors will have a fine able for purchase and range in
channel their ideas to Olypmia. It higher respect a~d w.orkmg knowopportunity to view this collection
price from $5-to $5,000 (total value
is a statewide organization of ledge of our legislative process.
of over 1,000 orig-inal prints con- will be over $100,000).
college students who meet for a
A meeting for interested stu- taining works by Blake, Callot;
The Lakeside ·Studio publishes
four to five day period yearly to dents will be held Thursday, Daumier, Durer, Rouault Villon
editions each year by many artists
develop their ideas in the form of March 3 in the SUB ASC office. Miro, Hayter, Whistler, Peterdi:
from all parts of the country and
legislative . bills then submitted For further information, contact Antreasian. Richard Hunt and
all of 1:.hese prints are represented
Judy Presson at 963-3467 or Scott
to their peers for judgment.
The WSL is a legislature, set up Mueggler at 963-1691.
similiarly to Washington State's,
Individuals who have ideas but
complete with students in the
who
will not be albe to attend the
roles of representatives, senators,
By MIKE DORSEY
assisted in his research by two
and lobbyists. If a bill is passed by session, should also plan to attena. .
English department faculty memboth the House and Senate, it the work session on March 3.
Shigeo Hatta former visiting hers John Herum and Don Cumprofessor, has returned from a mings.
three month sabbatical in Japan to
research linguistics - at Central's
According to Hatta the text will
deal with the problems of communEnglish department.
Hatta, from Aichi Prefectural icating two different types of
Some of the happenings are
The Leisure Services 321 class is
sponsoring a Winter Picnic for all thumb-wrestling contests, swim- University in Nagoya, Japan, spent thinking. "In ·the West," he said,
ASC card holders, their families ming, 'siamese volleyball, relay the 1969-1970 school° year at Cen- "ideas . are developed in linear
_tral following an invitation by · progressions, and in the Orient
and the campus staff on March 6 races and other games.
Keith Rinehart, professor of Eng- ideas are developed in widening
(Sunday) in the Pavilion, at 5:30
pm.
lish.
.
circles. Attempting to express
This quarter ~att~ is ~ompiling thoul!hts throu 2 h the language of .
hot dogs, potato salad, potatoe
The admission charge is free for
a text for publication m J_a pan, _ a different culture can be very ·
the first hundred people. There chips, punch and cookies will be Guidelines of College . .l!.:nglish difficult."
served.
will be f~od, gall?-es and fun.
Courses in Japan. He is being
Hatta, dean of students and_
head of student teacher programs,

student ideas

·

in the collections of several major
m~seums. 'Editions ar~ not on~y
prmted by the Lakeside Studio
workshop facilit~es b~t also by
Landf~ll .Press m Chicago, Fox .
~raph1c m Boston. and the Stonmgton Workshop m CT.
Each year the Lakesi~e _~tud~o
co?d~cts works~ops spec1a~1zmg m
prmtmg techniques. This past
summer, Andrew Rush, who is
currently working and teaching
privately at Rancho Linda Vista in
Oracle, AZ., offered a workshop in
"The Arts and the Senses." Jack
Lemon of Landfall Press also spent
time this sum~er ~orking ~ith a
number of artists m plate lithography.

Prof returns from Japan

Winter picnic set

How does a 7 445 system* for
$299 sound? Impressive!
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stereo system
brings really good musical sound within rea.c h of a lot of
folks who might otherwise go out and buy "compact"
imitations of genuine components. If yo.u've not yet heard
what satisfying sounds you $299 could buy, we urge you ·
· to vis it our s howro.o ms today. And if you 're even a little
anxious about how you'd fit a component system into your
room, or how you'd hook it up, we'd ge glad to deliver
your system and set it up. Now--haven't all the obstacles
disappeared? Your enjoyment can begin today/ f\M, FM
stereo, records-- all take on new, pleasurable dimensions.
Our

,. Time ·Purchase Plan:
.

34.25Down
25.03 per month
.12 payments at 12% on
approved credit
Deferred payment price: 334.61
Master Charge, BankAmericard
..WELCOME!
...

*The equipment:
Pioneer Sound Project 60-A 2-way
speakers.
Rotel RX-102 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver

linguistics and rhetoric courses at
Aichi, received invitations from
two other universities to lecture.
He came here and said, "Because
Central is. a unique and beautiful
place. I've found my associates to
be very helpful and friendly and
they have been most valuable in
assisting with my work.
Hatta is living on campus-With his daughter Atsnko and his niece
Midori Oki. both 24 years old.
Both Hatta's children are graduates in English from Japanese
Universities and they accompanied their father to take in the
sights of Ellensburg and·· improve
their "bookish" English.

Student keeps active
Philosophers have said that an little need in taking all required
active mind is the key to under- courses, saying, "Why take all
standing and . happiness. Dave those junk classes when I don't
Scholl, retired air traffic controller need a degree."
Scholl was born in Spokane in
and full-time Central student, cer1917 and moved with his parents.
tainly agrees.
After an early retirement as air to Yakima as a child where he ·
traffic controller for 20 years at ·attended elementary school. After
Yakima Valley Airport, Scholl this period, he moved to Seattle
found that inactivity was not to his for a few years and then back to
liking and decided to pursue a Yakima.
Since that time, Scholl has lived
college education for the sake of
in Yakima, other than a stint in the
"mental stimulation".
Scholl decided that the account- US during WW IL
While living in the Yakima
ing program here at Central would
offer the appropriate "stimulation" Valley, Scholl worked in many
different fields from construction
he was seeking. Presumably, he
to accounting. He has lately been
was right, as the department is
involved in the CB radio busf-- considered to be one of the most
ness,
which he and a partner
demanding in the state.
recently began.
Scholl, now in his third year at
Scholl was married after high
Central, plans to end his college school and has raised two daugncareer with 130 credit hours. He ters, who are presently married
will not receive a dipioma for lack and living in the Yakima Valley.
of certain required courses and an
Scholl said, "Future plans entail
insufficient number of credits (180). a trip around the country and
Because of his age Scholl re- keeping busy working part-time as
alizes a degree would mean little in a bookkeeper for various comterms of securing a job and sees panies in the Yakima area".

Con ': :.ct; Haj or Gra::- :·:· ..

·PH 963-2314
. Peterson Hall #1

~

cwsc

It no
longer has
to decide who
1s gomg
to college.

Garrard 440 Automatic Turntable
Pickering V15/ ATE4 Cartridge
Total Retail Value S445

1

Your future no longer has
to be in the hands of the almighty dollar-your dollars
that is. Because an Air Force
ROTC 4-year scholarship will
pick up the bills. Tuition bills
... textbook and lab bills. Plus,
it provides for a hundred dol·
lar a month allowance for you
to spend as you see fit.
And at graduation, that

scholarship really starts paying off. You receive a com mis·
sion as an Air Force officer.
Plus a good job to go to. And
a future without limits. Travel.
. Promotions·. Prestige.
There are 6500 Air Force
ROTC college scholarships in
total. Why not see if you've
earned one during the last
few years.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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Endowed chair could attract' class '
There is an organized effort to
establish an Endowed Chair in the
business and economics department at Central. The effort is
sponsored by Burton Williams,
dean of social and behavioral
sciences, and supported .by Rod
Lalley, director of alumni.
According to Williams, "We
really need some class badly and I
think something like this will give
Central some. It would bring some
prestige to Central in the form of
money allowing us to bring distinguished people to this institution."

An Endowed Chair is a position
financed by private funds to pay
for guest lecturers, visiting professors and other professional
peopl~. Their main function
be to mstruct or lecture stuoem,.,
in the recent developments and
special ·problems of the business
world.
"Bankers and businessmen all
over the sta~e know the strength
of Central's business program,"
Williams said~ ''That is why we
want to start the endowed chair
with the. business department."
Williams said, "University

wouid

status would help; there is something about the status that pulls_
more weight, helping students and
programs. Many major universities have chairs in- many different areas."
"We need to break out of the
idea we are merely a teachers'
college," said Williams. "We are
more than a normal school."
Williams believes Central needs
to impress upon the student and
citizens of the area it is a tax
assisted institution and it needs
money to enrich programs.
"We would like to nam~ the

Parking meters limit lots
By CLINT ROBBINS

build or improve so we must make
it from this source."
Forty-five parking meters have He said the college makes about
been installed around the campus $22,000 a year in parking revenue
to "limit the length of parking time and the "operation cost is about
and to_ make Central's parking half of that. So, we clear about
more convenient for visitors and SI0,000 each year which is hardly
students in a hurry."
enough to contruct new lots or
F.W. Allison, Central business improve existing lots. We just
manager, said the 35 meters in the have to save until we can afford
new library lot "will help people _it."
who are in a hurry because
He pointed out, for instance, the
students won't be able to park new lot north of the library "cost
there all day.
between $24 and $26,000 and lot
"The five meters across the l "ff' cost about $80,000."
streets from Shaw -Smyser and
Purchased from Ellensburg city,
Edison also will keep all-day the parking meters cost $5 each
parkers out and this will make "and we really got a bargain
more convenient parking for because parking meters cost about'
people in a hurry and people $40 new today. Half of the ones we
applying for employment in the got from the city were new," he
said.
business office," said Allison.
He said there is no chance
"We'll be analyzing the parking
parking meters will be installed in meters to see how effective they
the largest lots on campus (e.g., lot are in their locations but we won't
~"north_ of HP,~tz, Lot "C-1" south have any more. For one thing,
of Nicpolson and lot "D" west of meters are very hard to control ·
Instructional).
because much time has to be spent
"We have them now in the areas , in checking them.
of our biggestconcernand we don't
"There is much greater ef,
own anymore," said Allison. "Our ficiency with the parking stickers
biggest concern in putting them in but we felt the installation of a
was to make the parking facilities small number of meters would be a
more convenient.
good idea to make par~ing more
"At only ten cents for two hours, convenient," Allison said.
Long Range Parking
he said, "the college isn't gener. ating much revenue and this isn't
Submitted to Central's Business
why ·we installed them."
Administration offices three
Money made from the meters . months ago, the long range
goes into the parking fund with parking plan compiled by the
the money from parking permits Facilities Planning and Construcand visitors' permits. ''The money tion Department suggests, among
in this fund is the only money we others, the following basic guidehave to construct new lots and to lines should be followed:
No· additional faculty, student,
improve existing lots.
and staff (computer) parking
The fund is a self-supporting stalls are required until the
function because we don't get any on-campus enrollment exceeds
money from the state to build or 8,500. Similary, no additional
improve parking facilities," he reserved or unreserved resident
said. "And ~e no longer get money parking stalls are required. Adfrom the federal government to
ditional visitor parking shall be

chair after aarold Williams, an
outstanding professor in the business department, to show a little
recognition to an outstanding
scholar," said Williams.
Rod Lalley, director of alumni, is
also working with Williams on the
endowed chair.
"On March 19, we will have a
meeting with the Alumni Board of
Directors in hopes of gaining their
support," said Lalley. "Mr. Williams will make a presentation to
the board because of their request
for more information."
"Hopefully in our March
meeting we can obtain the commitment to the project that is
needed," Williams said.
According to Lalley, it may be a
couple of years before enough
money has been accumulated to
instill the chair, and it may take a
combined support of alumni and
businessmen to get the program
started.
Lalley said the governing body
of the chair's finances would be
handled by the Central Foundation, mainly because it is set up
legally to handle funds."
"Most graduates are in the
middle income bracket," said Lalley, but it would enable them to
give a little in the form of a long
term trust."

subject to review on a case-bycase basis.
According to the study, Central's enrollment is now 5,525 with
2,7ll parking spaces available.
"Approximately 49 per cent of the
current student enrollment" is
provided with parking space. This
compares most favorably with
other colleges: Western's parking
takes care of only one-quarter of
its enrollment and Eastern's
slightly less.
Central has a smaller enrollment
than either Cheny or Bellingham
but the Ellensburg school has
IJ1ore parking spaces than its sister
institutions.
Said Williams, "We will start
"The position that existing with a $1 donation and then appeal
parking space is adequate for to students, alumni and outside
on-campus enrollment up to 8,500 ~ources fo.r donations that will stay
appears to be valid," asserts the m t~e chair and not used to run the
report. .
· busmess department.

•

''The bulk of the money is going

to have to come from businesses
who know the - success of the
J>usiness department," said Lalley.
''There is a oossibilitv of some
college help."
Accorduig to Lalley the selection of · speakers has not been
discussed yet, but once financial
support is established an itinerary
will be scheduled.
It is believed by both men it can
be possible to expand this type of
program to other departments to
enrich their programs.
In a memorandum dated Nov.
18, 1975 to Williams from Dee
Eberhart, chairman of a faculty
committee that looked into the
possibility of endowed chairs,
states, "The chair's idea is good
for the long run, but its success
will depend upon the availability of
one or more large donors or many
small donors."
Eberhart said, "School-sponsored "Outstanding Lecturer"
series would be a more productive
short-run alternative which could
iead toward "chairs" in the future.
"Lecturers might consist of both
a. The big name star, e.g., Milton
Friedman, and b. An outstanding
CWSC Professor to be honored,
dined and heard at a faculty-studdent-alumni banquet," according
to Eberhart.
Eberhart went on to say in the
memorandum _possible sources for
funding would be ASC, alumni, the
Alumni Foundation, admission
charges and sale of published
lecturers.
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SPECIAL Album Review Tues. 8:30 .. ~Jethro Tull
New Album - Preview: Fleetwood Mac "RUMORS"
Rock Classic Album: The Moody Blues "7th SOJOURN"
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Central nabs District from Eastern, 66-59 ·
By RANDY KROKE

It's always been said a good
basketball coach can bring the best
out of his players and Central's
head man, Dean Nicholson has
done it again.
For the 11th time since taking
~ver as head coach 14 years ago,
. Nichol_so.n ~-as. o~ce again coached .~

district winner, and a national
tournament entry.
As a result of an astonishing
66-59 victory over rival Eastern
Washington Monday night in the
District 1 finals, Central will travel
to Kansas City . for the NAIA
national tournament, which will
run next Monday through Saturday.

Coming out in the second half buckets by Oliver and Wyatt,
trailin1r 29-25. the Wildcats shot a Central held a slim 59-57 lead with
sizzling 68 per cent from the field . 1:30 remaining.
to rack up its 12th straight home
Freshman guard Greg Rance
court win in front of more than then calmly sank a pair of free
4,000 enthusiastic spectators.
throws to put Central up by four.
Led by the front line of Les Central then put the contest away
Wyatt, Dave Oliver and Alphonzo
vyhen Oliver went high to pull
!loberts, the Wildcats jumped out
down a missed shot by Eastern's
m front for good.
Following
Mike Heath and Roberts got free
for a break away layin.
Wyatt,makinghisfourth straight
trip to Kansas City, scored 15 of
his 17 points in the second half.
Oliver scored 10 of his game-high
18 points during that 'same span.
Getting some fine help from-the
bench, Central jumped out to a
19-12 lead midway through the
first period. However, Eastern
came back to outscore the Wildcats 15r2 to take the halftime lead.

Coming into the District final,
Eastern was rated 15th nationally
and had its 10 game win streak
halted.
Central will now bring its 20-7
record to the 16 team doubleelimination tourney. Last year the
Wildcats won their first contest
before dropping the next two.
Eastern (59)
Waters-6, Cox-17, Hungenberg10, Glenn-9, Heath-15, Savage-0,
Palmer-2, Reed-2.
Central (66)
Enslin-2, Olzendam-0, Wyatt-17
Oliver-18, J ohansen-4, Rance-6, Ro:
berts-12, Sheriff-6, Powers-0, Hodges-1.
1
Halftime score--Eastern 29, Central 25.
Turnovers--Eastern 22, Central
19.

* fa'hles ·"Hotel Cahfornici ~~·""

Geor21e :Benson ·"InFli~hf (Mf;.,~~y511
* Chari ie Damels f>anc! ·"Ni~ 'Rider 3·""
-Win275 · ''Over Amertca"' (-3~~-i) .t~· 11
* Queen · ''DQy at the 1\ac.e.; (1e].1~~f) 5·~'l
Le J Ze P-eel tn ·"5o02'~emainsf~rne?';

* Ronnie Laws · ''fever"
~·•"
Ronnie j__qw s :'1'ressore 5ens1t1ve4·"'
* Qeor2>e Hqrrison !'Thir~lhree ~!i ~-1t1
5teelx Dan =-to a\ 5cani' t 3-"1
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DAVE OLIVER catches his man looking the other way to pump in a
basket [photo by George may].
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Oliver honerod

I

DONt Cl-ttE ...
Ret l'Joeer BR~!CCTH~'

It was the second straight
season of being nominated to the
elite team for Oliver, who ave
aged 16 points and eight rebounds
a game.
Central senior forward Dave
Oliver was voted earlier in. ~
week to the 1976-77 All-Evergreen
Conference team by the coaches.

0
0

I

The Wildcats' other starting forward Herb McEachin of Oregon
forward, senior Les Wyatt, was · Institute of Technology (fourth
: d bbed for second team honors
along with center Steve J .ohansen. year), W~stern Washington guard
Monte B1rkel, Oregon Institute of
Others voted on the first team Technology center Jeff Bradford
were Eastern Washington center and Eastern guard Ed Waters.
Ron Cox (third _
team),

whehftnafs firne rolls etrouhd ) ifs hes+
fo nave Cofhplefe COV1fcn\ cf' fh~ Slfuaf1·on ...

Women

•

Win

. _,.ning off a disappointing 9~ -64
loss to the U of Washington (UW),
the Central Women's basketball
team finished the regular season
with an exciting 51-50 overtime
win over Washington STate University (WSU) last Saturday afternoon.
Wildcat Cheryl Mercier topped
all scorers with 23 points while
WSU player Janey Kusler led the
Cougars with 18 points.
Central went to the locker room
at halftime with a 31-29 lead. In
the second half both teams came
out fighting and it remained a
close exciting game. At the end of
regulation time the score was
46-46.
In overtime both teams were
cold in the first two minutes until

Ct,~1tral took advantage of some
costly Cougar mistakes and held
. on to win.
Other scoring for Central was
Margina Young and Karen Paterson both with six, Kim Grant and
Lisa Smith with five · ;ind four
respectively, Colleen Hall had
three and Vickie Mathews added
two points.
In the game agalnst the UW
Margie Nielse':l led · the Husky
attack with 23 points. Close behind
was Lori DeCamp with 16 and
Inger Bakken with 15. Central was
led in scoring by karen Paterson
and Coleen Hall both with 12,
while Margina Young added 10.
from March 3-5 they will be
competing at the U of Idaho in the
NCWSC Eastern Area Tournament.

Cats pin EWSC
Central wrestlers tuned up for
tte national tournament by capturing the Evergreen Conference
Championship Feb. 18-19 in Oregon.
The Wildcats put on a spectacu, lar showing by racking up 82
points to outdistance second place
Eastern Washington who tallied
67 1/4. Going into the meet the
EWSC squad was rated second
nationally.
"We really put on a fine showing," said Central Coach Eric
Beardsley.
Beardsley said two unseeded
wrestler's Keith McDonel (118)
and Mike Wilson (heavyweight)
both performed excellent.
"Neither of them were seeded
but they really came through for
us and won," he sd.id.

Central's other conference winners were Joe Sandord (142) Biii
Linthicum (150) and Kit 8haw
(158).
Making the trip to nationals,
which will be held in Cheney
tonight will be:
118-McDonel; 126-Ron Ellis;
134-Carl Nesse; 142-Sanford;
150-Linthicum; 15-Shaw; 167Pat Kelly; 177-Paul SunCartirer;
190.,....George Paulus and heavyweight Wilson.
"We're riding pretty high right
now and I hope it can carry on into
the weekend," said Beardsley.
Two Central wrestlers will be
trying to repeat their placings
from previous national tourneys:
Kit Shaw is a two-time champ at
158 and Bill Linthicum finished
third last year.

Soccer 'kicks off'
th is spring quarter
Spring quarter is not the official
season for soccer, but Central's
soccer team will be scheduling
practice matches with ether colleges.
So far, there is a match ·with
Gonzaga University April 3 and
here April 10. Central carries 16
players and everyone is back from
last season. Last season Central
was in the championship but lost
to Washington State University
(WSU). ·
Tony Rose and some other
interested students started CeP-

tral' s soccer program a little over
two years ago. During -that tirst
year, the school helped finance the
team. Since then popularity has
grown and the funding has ceased.
The team must finance their own
transportation and uniforms. AH .
games are free and there has been
an increase in spectators.
If there are an_y students inter-

ested in participating please con~
tact: Chusak Hutavachra (Chuck),
925-1371 or Tim Crawley, 9633587.

UP~ UP AND AWAY ..• Central's Tina Laroque
shows her technique on the balance beam. ' Laroque
nabbed up first place honor~_ in the vaulting and

FOUR SEASONS

WE RECENTLY OPENED
FOR BUStNESSAND ARE
925-3176 EAGAR TO SERVE YOU!
4 14 N. PEARL NEXT TO BONANZA 88

SPORTS
CENTER

Ph 92'5-9134 ·

116 E. 4th

ADD EXPIRES 3-12-77

choose from our
omplete selection o
Ralei_ghsPeugeots
.
Nishikis-Tigers
Motobecanes

EXPERT BICYLE REPAIRS - FACTORY
AUTHORIZED QUICK- LOW PRICED .
.,.-3 EXPERT MECHANICS--

_A_T_H_L_E-Tl_C_S_H_O_E_S---41

IP9l~iliiiiiiiili

3 ..Q.Q OFF
(see our new improved shoe dept)

TENNIS DEPT
20% OFF RETAIL

____.

WILSON-DAVIS-P .D.P .-DUNLOP

WILLIAMS FLORIST
AND ' GIFTS

finished first oveall in the all·IU'ound competition.
Portland State nipped the Wildcats, 98.21 to 89.10 in
a meet on Fb. 19 at Nicholson Pavilion.

l 0% OFF ON

HEAD
RACKETS

TENNIS BALLS
DUNLOP OR TRETORN ·

can

ADIDAS-NIKE - PUMA
SPOT BUil T- CONVERSE

I
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How do you feel about the legalization

Man on the street.

and dee rim inalization of mariiuana '?

Bob_ Hunter: Soph. Undecided
Yes, I think it should be legalized.
I do smoke it and that is half the
reason.
There are too many
- people getting caught. The laws
have to be changed.

Teri Ogdon: Freshman, Business
I feel kind of on both sides. It
should be decriminalized but I
don't think it will be leg:ili~ed.

Kevin Schick: Senior, Marketing
I am for the legalization. It should

Carol Howard: Soph. Special Ed.
It should really be decriminalized

Rod Young: Soph. Undecided
Yes it should be legalized. One
reason is that it is not as harmful
as alcohol. The penalties should be
taken away altogether.
The
people in jail are exposed to all the
wrong types of people. If legalized
it should be kept to $10 a lid and
get away from the government
taxation. They sell cigarettes in
the store and they cause cancer, so
why not sell marijuana?

and legalized. But there should be
an age limit on it so the little kids
would not be able to get it,
perhaps 21.

Michael Bey: - Senior, Business
Administration/ Managerial Science
If it was legalized, I would smoke
it. As it is, I just eat is.

C-indy Benner: Graduate, Medicine
It should be decriminalized; but I
don't think -it will ever be legalized. I think if it were legalized
that it would cost a lot more than it
does not, the government would
take a lot out in taxes.

Ruth Terrill: Soph. Undecided
It should be both decriminalized

and legalized. In Alaska, they are
able to use it in the homes.

be decriminalized. I could probably
sell more a lot easier, just kidding.

Doug Tiniakoff: Freshman, Art
I am in favor of decriminalization
but not the legalization. I am
against _the control and sale of
marijuana~
The quality of lids
WOl:Jld _go down and the price
would go up. · The government
would try to control the THC level
and it would end up _like booze. -

To the editor
-Hl20
Shortage'
A problem is coming, and this
problem could have devastating
effectsthroughoutour great Northwest. That problem is a lack of
water.
It is a oroblem we all should be
concerned with. We can boycott

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish
~II aquarium

&

fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

962-9166

Rte. 3

ltcatri Z Mills llrtll Of

I

ow V1:1taa• "'•II 0. .... c..- ha4

closed Sun. & Mon~ ·
It's not just great style. It's _
how great style is
achieved. In soft, no-phony
Nature Hide'" in nature's
colors. In genuine Plantation Crepe soles. In rugged
details and bold stitching.
-In Dexter Shoes. When
people suddenly look up to
your feet, you've got
DEXTERiTY.

coffee, beef, sugar, etc. because of get a drink from the sink, take
their price but we_ cannot do only what you are sure you can
without water._
My solution, drink, don't fill it up, take a sip and
though simple, could save large - throw out the rest.
quantities of water and possibly
Many people· at Central are not
help' us ·avoid severe water rationing. It seems beyound auestioninl!' "locals" and · in June will be
that we shall face at least mini- returning home. They may think
. ~um water rationing this summer. they will get away from this
problem. Well, if you live in the
east you are right, and could you
The solution is a simple one to
mail us some water? Otherwise,
say and difficult to implement.
the more you waste here the more
Cut back your unnecessary water
serious the problem is everyusage. Don't leave the water
wherP.
running while shaving, brushing
your teeth, combing your hair or
I have often heard from my
washing your face.
We are
college friends that ours is the
wasting approximately seven galgeneration to change the_world.
lons of water each time we do this.
We are the new leaders. I feel this
Be cautious with water usage
is true and good: we need new
when cooking, washing. your car -ideas.
We must now assert
and bathing. A- half full tub is just
ourselves and join together to save
as relaxing as a foll tub, and the
our water supply. . ~f we don't, I
water saving is _obvious. Shorter
fear what kind of leaders we shall
showers are a good idea, a five
become.
minute· shower uses approximately 49 gallons of water. When you
I have read many of the letters
to the editor in the Crier. I have
read some and said, "The person
who wrote this is not playing with
a full deck." If this is your
impression, keep wasting water
and think how much your life
activities revolve around water.
Then stop and think what it will be
like when the water runs out.
Think about it.

One of_a kin.d
designs
Wed.d ing rings

Custom-ma.de
Blue Agate class rings

Art of Jewelry
MUND Y'S

309 N. Pearl
afternoons only

Sincerely,
Jerry Lael

· ellensburg warehouse
402 south main

SPRING KNIT TOPS
'ASSORTED COLORS
REG. $ 6.95
NOW $ 4.95.
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-Calendar of events
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS'

Application deadline for spring enrollment -at the Mexico
Instructional Center in Guadalajara has been extended to Tuesday, March 15. All students in
good academic standing are eligible for the program and there is no
Spanish prerequisite. More than
thirty liberal arts courses are
offered. Costs are comparable to a
quarter on campus. For inform·ation come to the Office of International Programs, Peterson 202
or call 963-3612.

Wanted: Ideas for feature
stories, these include-hobbies,
fads, collections, sports and the
sky is the limit. If interested call
Gary Fisher, Campus Crier,
962-1026.
catalog
SAFETY COURSE GIVEN

A course in Standard First Aid
and Personal Safety will be offered
by Red Cross instructor, Dorothy
Purser. The course started Feb. 28
at 7 pm, in Nicholson 117. The
dates and times were determined
. at the first class session and can 'te
WINTERFESTCANCELLED
picked up at the Pavilion. The
Winterfest has been cancelled course length is approximately 18
hours and there is no charge for
due to lack of snow.
Next Ski Club meeting will be . the class. One book is required at
-March 3, 1977 to finalize plans for a $1.95.
spring break trip to Big Mt.
EDUCATION GRADUATES
Montana.
If you want to get into some
If you are a March graduate, or
good snow, plan this trip, 5 days, a June graduate (student teaching
$89. Watch for coming advertise- during Spring Quarter), you
ments.
should set up your credential file
before leaving campus. The
PRESENTATION OF
mailing of your credential file to a
CANDIDATES
school district is a prerequisite to
obtaining a teaching position in a
Candidates running for BOC . school district. We cannot sent
~sitions 1, 2, and 3 and the information to a school district for
Campus Judicial Council will be those students w~o have not set u
speaking in the pit area in the SUB
on March 8 from 12-2 pm.
:P credential rue. The neeessar)
forms may be picked up at Barge
ASC POSITIONS
105.
Filing information for ASC elections is available in the ASC office
(southwest corner of the SUB).
Filing deadline is March 4 at 5 pm.
Elected positions include BOC
positions 1, 2, and 3 as well a
Elected positions include BOC
positions 1, 2 and 3 as well as
positions l, 2 and 3 of the Campus
Judicial Council.

(

WOMEN'S CLUB PICNIC

The Central Women's Club will
hold a winter picnic for members
and spouses of March 8 from 6-10
pm in the Grasslands Recreation
Center. Bring your own dinner.
Beverages will be provided. There
will be swimming, ping pong and·
tennis. :See you there.
-

ATTENTION SENIORS* GRADS

ATTENTION CIRCLE K
MEMBERS

We will have our last swim
party of this quar~er on Sun.,
March 6 from 6-7 pm at the
Pavilion. Be sure to be there with
your little brother or sister.
For our Circle K meeting on
March 8, Sheriff Bob Barret will
speak on crime prevention. Everyone please come and listen to his
talk, it should be very interesting.
LAW AND JUSTICE MEETING

There will be a Law & Justice
meeting March 9 at 4 pm in the
Instructional Building 401. Discussion will be on the field trips to
Crime Lab, McNiel Island and the
Departmeent of Rehabilitation
Services. John Clark from Legal
Services will ge guest speaker.
Refreshments will be served.

Mike Burke from the US Navy
will be on campus in ·the SUB
March 8 and 9 to talk to interested
seniors and graduates (19 to 26
years old and US citizens) about
management positions starting at
$10,500 plus benefit~.
PLACEMENT CENTER
INTERVIEWS

The following employers will be
interviewing on campus on the
date listed. Sign-up sheets are
posted one week,, to the day,
before the interviews.
Mar. 1-Goodyear Tire & Rubber. Business majors, management training.
.
Mar. 3-4-First National Bank of
Oregon. Management training positions. Business majors, or liberal
arts with coursework in business.
EXIT INTERVIEW
INFORMATION

MAGIC THEATRE

Come and hear some to original
music at the Magie Theatre (Labor
Temple). Festivities start at 8 p,m
this Saturday night.
Intramural Sports Program has
·begun accepting team rosters for
spring quarter ISP- softball~to
include openings ·for ·60 , mens·
teams, 20 co-ed teams and 10
womens' teams. These are the
maximum number of teams that
will be allowed to sign up. To
insure a league spot, please turn in'
your completed team roster early.
For further information, please
eoniact ·the - ISP office. League
play will begin April 11.

If· this is your last quarter at
Central and you have received a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to the second floor of Mitchell. The
office is located just behind the
cashier's cage near the accounting
section.

SUMMER NDSL LOAN
APPLICATIONS

Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student Loans
may be picked up from March
10, 1977, to April 22, 1977, in the
Office of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, Barge 209. To
qualify for a loan, applicants must
have been enrolled spring quarter
1977 at Central. The deadline for
submission of the aid applications
to the Office of Financial Aid is
April 29, 1977 .

SUMMER WORK STUDY
EMPLOYMENT

Those students interested in
being pla~ed on a college work
study job (part-time or full-time)
for the summer may place their
names on a sign-up roster in the
Office of Student Employment,
Barge 101, between March 10 and
April 22. An information sheet will
be available explaining eligibility,
process for applying, etc.

COMMUNICATION CLUB

There will be a Communicatiom
Club meeting today, Feb. 17. at ~
pm in Edison 306~ All intereste<
people are invited to attend.

SOM ETH ING FOR EVERYBODY

DENIM

)

OPINION

Stu McMullen

Blazers

Student discount cards
Sometimes I wonder just who
controls student government?
During the slimmer months
when most students were out
playing in the sun, or working, the
members of the student government were meeting to plan the .
activities that took place fall
quarter.
· But, of their work, there was
one service approved by '-'t he
student government that did not
and probably will not ever take
place on this campus, because of
. the feE}lings of the administration.
The program under question by
the administration was a program
whereby students would be able to
receive a discount by purchasing
goods and servi~es from a predetermined set of Ellensburg businessmen.
Under the program, which was
put together by a New York
based firm, businessmen in the
Ellensburg area, by paying an
advertisement fee .of $250 would
be entitled to have their name
engraved on a plastic card similiar
to a credit card, and would by
paying this fee. Also promise to
give students discounts when they
purchased certain goods upon
being presented the card.
The cards would have been
distributed to all the students and
faculty of Central and would have
had a life span of two years. The

r

Classified
Lost cat Feb. 15th Pure Black
longhaired, female. Call 962-2665.
Lost around 6th and Chestnut
REWARD!!

\..

_)

cost to the people sponsoring the Central. They exhibited control
program would have come to and stopped a program whereby
about forty cents a day, which is you and I would have been able to
cheap advertisement, considering cut back on out budget a little, and
the Crier charges $125 for a full I am not happy about that at all. It
page ad per issue.
All new used to be that I felt our student
students and incoming freshmen government had some say in what
would have also received cards. goes on at Central, but after this
The program would have also. , show of force by the adminisallowed students to use the cards tration; lam not to sure just what
in oth_e r cities where the program type of control the ASC has
was in effect. Presently t.., ... ~ - W, besides the choice of who is going
WSU, SPU, and seven other to play at our next dance. But isn't
Washington colleges are on the it nice we are being taken care of
program and there the students -(and especially during a time when
enjoy going down and receiving the legislature wants to raise 0·· ..
pizza at a discount, having cheaper tuition)'?
laundry bills, as well as having - - - - - - - - - - - - - their cars work,ed on for a discount, etc.
Why the administration vetoed
the plan is still a mystery to me.
An explanation was they thought
the program would be bad public
relations. Another administrator
said he was against the program
because he felt it would discriminate against some businessmen.
Whatever the reasons are, I do
not think any of them realize how
expensive it is becoming to attend
a post secondary"sch_ool, -esp_e-cl.al!Y._ _ _ _ _........_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vests
Pants

Stuffed Jeans
Moody's Goose
RearView ,
Jody T

·.1'ootnote

~
RETURNS

1

All sizes
Huge selection

Coupon--Save

2FDR1PIZZA
Buy one medium size pizza
and qet one of equal value
FREE. Th is coupon i.s good
during the month of
February for in-store purchases only.
805 N. A St. Ellensburg
This co'!pon is good during February and March for
in-store purchases only.
.

JUST RIGHT FOR YOU I
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FRIDAY MARCH 4th
ASC gives you

the dance - 9: 30
B &E Club gives you

the beer -$1.50 -8 p.m.
( l.D. required)

SUB Ballroom

..

$1.501$2.00 coupleS

·West Coast Rhythm
-

.

sponsored by -B &E/ASC _

